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FOREWORD

- During Juhe of 1971 the Ohio Department of Education sponsored and coordinated a Curriculum Workshop for
the purpose of developing specialized supplements to the CoiauMer'Education Curriculum Guide for Ohio, Grades
K-12. More than eighty teachers and teacher educators, representing nine different subject areas, attended. Each of
them contributed significantly to the new guidelines.

.
Special acknowledgments are due Mrs. Sonia Cole, Assiitant Director, Vocational, Education, Home Economics

Section, who has provided continual leadership in Consumer' Education; Dr. Robert Goble, Professor of Education,
Miami University, who served as'Project Direct-of in developing these( supplements; Mrs. Margaret Driver- and Miss
Barbara Reed, Supervisors in Vocational Home Economics; Mr. Dennis Lupher, Consumer Economic Education Su-
pervisor, Vocational Education DiVision; and Dr. Robert Myers, Associate Dean, School of Business. Administration,
Miami University.

In addition, special appreciatioh is extended tothe follavinversons for their contributions:

Mr. Sam Blaskey, Office of Consumer Affairs, Executiye Of of the President, Washington, D.G.

Mr. Paul Coleman; Executive Council, Department of Welfare, State of Ohio

Mir. Roger Downing, Executive :Vice President, Ohio Consumer Loan Association

Mr. Solomon I-large, Director, Consumer Protection, Cleveland, Ohio
,

Mr. Byron Hollinger, Director of School Relations, Ohio Council on Economic Education

Mr. Robert R. Kibrick of Olcott Forward Co.

Dr. Harlan Miller, Executive Secretary, Council on Family/Finance Education and Educaticlnal Director,
Institute of Life Insurance

-

Mr. Robert R. O'Reilly, Dircctor of 'Changing Times Education.Service
f

Mr. H. Lester Rupp-, Gtolier Education. Corporation
4 - qi Others, too numerous to mention, have had a positive influence on the workshop and the resulting supplement§.

- Their Iledication and assistance 'are genhinely apRreciated.
, . .

4 1

Martin W. Essex
Superintendent of Pdblic Instruction



Ohio's

--Advisory Committee on--

Consumer Economic EducAtion-

a
The Superintendent of Public Instruction, Martin Essex, appointed the Consumer Education Advisory Commit-

t e to the. Ohio Department of Education for the purpose of assisting and advising in the development and enrich-
eat of consumer education .programs in the schools of Ohio. Membership on the-committee is representative of

overnment, education, business and industry.. he committee, coordinated by Mr. C. William Phillips, has pro-
ided suggestions in the development of several,project's in consumer education,

Appreciation is .extended to these members for their advice and counsel which has aided in the development of
consumer education resource materials: The names of the committee are listed on the following page.
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INTRODUCTION

A growing number of states have begun to require consumer education as an' integral part of 'public education,

, The magnitudt of products and services on the American market makes it difficult, if noLimpossible, for consumer..

citizens even to be aware of, notch less acquainted 'with, all such products. The need for information about available

gOods and 'services, therefqre, his never been greater, The satisfaCtion of this need will make possible intelligent de-

cisions on the effective selection and use ,of goods .And-services-to-help improve one's economic worth and personal
style ()flitting, and, will enhance the overatecanomic and social functioning _of our citizens and

-4r
The-idea of a consumer education program for--Ohio-students was made a reality, with the development of a

series of teachers' guides for the various academic dliCipfines and service areas, Experienced teachers.and 'teacher edu-

cators from various Ohio educational institutions participated in a two -day orientation conference earlier this year
fand devoted two weeks in juhe to develOp the instructional guides. '

.

.

-Consumer Education and Industrial AAts . -
The teachinkof consumer informiItionisnot an ;entirely, new activity for Industrial Artti4feachers, The develop.:

ment of -consumer knowledge and skills relative to,the selection and proper .use of industrial tools, materials, and

processes has been taught for decades, For example; woodvvorktfig students not only learn .110V to use hand toolsarid

Power macfiines Wpiake tables and desks, but theyalso learn 'to critically-evaluate furniture construction by deter.

mintng what materials (veneer, solid lumber, or plastic laminate) should be used and .which methods of joining
(butt, 'dowel, ol`dovetail)shOnld be used in the design and manufiaciure of the various components of a dresser. Stu

dents idelectricaYlahoratories design and mass-produce lamps and electronic' relays, but they also learn how to crit-

ically select, use, and seavice electrical products, e.g, lamps, electrical fixtures and hardware,. and stereophonic re-

corders. - .
It is quite apparent that our economic conditions. have changed drastically during the past several years./ Auto.

Illation and technology have generated industrial processes, products, and jobs that would strain the imagination of

thescience'fiction writer of the' World War II era. The techniques, practices, and tools used to service vacuum -tube

radio receivers; for example, are no longer appropriate for the new solid state radio,. television, and stereophonic cas

sette recorders being marketed. New modes of transportation, Communication, construction, manufacturing; and

graphic reproduction have generated new products and services that require new skil!s and knowledge to use the

efficiently 'and effectively.

Teaching ConsunAer Education
The Industrial Arts teacher has the unique advantage among secondary school educators of being able to.develop

and conduct laboratory "hands.onV experiences that can proyide'children with Skillsandinformation about selecting,

wing, maintaining, and servicing induitrial products.
There are several methods and techniques available to the Industrial Arts teacher regarding the manner in which

he',couldoeach consumer education concepts as part of his instructional program. He.cOuld develop a uni,t for a spe- ,

cific period of time, say two weeks, to7be devoted *specifically for informing students about consumer education con-,

cepts 'dealing with the..selection,-Purchase, use, maintenance, and servicing of consumer goods: Another teaching ap.

proacli would be the inclusion of consumer education experiences as an.iinegral part of the regular Industrial:Ai-1s '

curriculum, For example, assume that.a lesson dealing with the use of the saber saw was just taught; Using-this as

a starting point, the students could study what they would consider if They were
/ going to purchase a saber saw for

theii!personal use The Industrial Arts teacher could .then have the class discuss the various brands did models which

woula,be the best for one -specific use, and where one could purchase the product and obtain the bekt price and

service.,A third method might be called the "teachable moment" approach. A student is planning to buy 'a new stereo

and he asks the teacher for his recommendation. What information can the Industrial Arts teacher provide the stu-

dent to help him make amore intelligent -and rational decision regarding product selection and service?

Developing a Tedcher's Guide
A group of experienced Industrial'Arts teachers used time "Consumer Education Curriculum Guide for Ohio;

Grades K-12" as' a reference to develop a consumer eduCation guide for Industrial Arts teachers. It includes a listing

of the six majir, objictive; of consumer education in Ohio and a listing of the concepts,identified under reach ob.

vii
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. .
ketive. An expansion of the concept, was prepared to proVide a clarification of 'the individual concepts as they can
be applied, to Industrial ArtSo. Some suggested activities were also generated to illustrate a few sample ways in IN ich .4
Industrial Arts. .teachers could, teach the consumer educ.ation concepts. It. is recogniZed that this publication was

r
veloped Merely as a guide. and teachers are encouraged to adapt and modify activities to meet local needs and i cr-.
ests: Additional re,source materials are provided in the last sectionrof the Guide to assist with this task.

0 . . .
. . ,
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The membership of theolndustrial Arts Consumer Educatjon Committee consisted 'of' the:following persuns:

Mr. Robert S. Coppess
Metals Instruct&
Northridge High -School.
Dayton, Ohio 45414 2

Mr. Donald R. Darrow
.

Teaching Associate
The Ohio State University
Academic Faculty of Industrial Technology Education

I.

Columbus, O1\io 43210' .

Mr. James. E. Lamb
Industrial Arts Instructor
Grove City 1-lighScheol
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Industrial Arts Instructor
Fairlianks High-School
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Fremont- Ross .High School
Fremont, Ohio 43420.

The developm ental' )ffeoris of the Committee
Dr. Tames J. Buffer ,

Agsrfeiate Proi,essor of Education

r"

were coordinated by:

The Ohio State Universitj'
Academic Faculty of Industrial Technology Educatiym
Columbus, OhiO awl()

.4 The cam-iliac is.grateful for the professional .assistance provided by Mr. Rpbert B. Gates, Industrial Arts Super-
visor, Ohio DepartmentoOf Education, Ad the many other educational practitioners, too numerous to identify, preent at
the Consumer Education workshop, who interacted:freely with this Committee. 'rho committee also appreciates the

, profe;sio 'al assistance provided by Mrs. James J. Buffer for ,compiling the related .resourees 'in, this guide, and the
Industri Technology. .Education staff- at Ohio. State University for typing and reviewing the final manuscript, o

Althoughthis consumer guide may be considered a developmental edition, it does contain information which
the committee hopes will be ofome pr"Ofessional assistance to Industrial Arts teachers arid 'to their secondary school
students. We are interested in your reactions to tite.ouide and solicit your ideas- and

.
e comme nd ations or improve

ment. . l'

Tu

(

James J. Buffer
' Editor -and. Coor,inator,

Consumer Educat* di Committee
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EcoNoMe SYSTEM

OVERALL OBJECTIVE: The student identifies the basic components and operations of, the -economic system so
that Ire-can understand his soles in the system as consumer-, producer, and citizen... .

RATIONALE

The puipme of this section itito provide information about our economic system for teachers who are including
constimer education as part of their Industrial Artscources at the; junior and senior high school levels. In ()Mgr to
establish an adequate baclIground, the information in this section provides an overview of the basic concepts which
are relevant to the operation of the economic system,'dnd provides 'examples of appropriate industrial arts activities
which illustrate these concepts. As a result of participation in these activities, the student should be able to identify
the basic components and operations of the economic system and describe the interrelated roles of the individual
a4 producer and consumer of industrial goods and.services and as a citizen-in a technological society.

04.
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IWANTS AND NEEDS I

. CiiARACTERtSTICS AND GOALS

Li
MERMAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM

y.

prayides for
_ .

..through

PRIVATE .OWNERSHIP
by Proprietors

Partnerships
Corporations A

who engage in

E'.-COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE
operating on the Profit
Motive, with to
Produce, Disribute,
.Consume , and Exchange;
with minimum- government
regUlation

for a

FREE MARKET SYSTEM
which brinqs together -
the'Buyer and SelleD
for the Exchange of
Goods and. Services

with

GOALS of
Economic Growth
Full Employment'
Stable Prices -

Equitable Distribution of Income
Freedomi a juStice



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to identify and define the characteristics andtrals inherent in the. economic.
system.. ,

CONCEPTS'. CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS'

Characteristics and Goals
1.

Private Ownership

Free Competitive Enterprise

Free Market System,

Profit. Motive .

Growth

Full Employment

GENERALIZATIONS;

The basic characteristics of the American economic system are private ownership,
free competitive' enterprise, and a free market system. The basic goal of the economic
system is the satisfaction of wants and needs ty providing goods. and services. Other
sub-goals are 'economic growth, full employment of resources, stable prices, equitable
distribution of income; and freedom and. justice,

,Private ownership takes three basic forms in the American economic systems: indi-
vidual ownership or proprietorship, partnership, and corporate ownership.
The free competitive enterprise system operates with 'a profit motive. It is free in the
sense that there is freedom of choice in the production, distribution, consumption,
and exchange of goods. costs are governed by supply und demand, and are kept low
by competition.

The free market system provides an arrangement of organization of manpower, .raw
materials, factories, farms, and investments in order to satisfy human wants and
needs. in the market, the buyer and the seller are brought together for the purpose
of exchanging goods and services. The market .determines:. (1) what goods and
services will be produced by the economy,; (2) how goods and services will be pro-
duced, and (3) how goods and services will be divided.

It is apparent that a definite relationship exist; between the consumer's desire for
products, the growth of industry and production, and the employment of people.
Increased employment provides more economic resources for the 'purchase of goods
and services. The demand for material goods provides the need for increased pro-
duction, employment of personnel, and utilization of industrial materials.

Freedom to enter or exit competitive enterprise, to make profits, to choose. and/or change employinent, and to
make choies in consuming goods and services provide rights with accompanying responsi in a derno-
cratic society and market-oriented economic -system.

.

Goals for our economy established by Congress include growth, nearly full employment of resources, stable prices,
equitable distribution of income, freedom and justice, and provide guidelines for individual, business, and goy-

,ernment economic decisions.

1



SUGGESTED LEARNING 'ACTIVITIES

.

Private ownershipList the advantages and disadvantages of each type of private ownership. Make a listing of

industrial concerns in The community which are representative of each type of private ownership.

Free Competitive EnterpriseSelect an industrial.product such as a tool or machine used in the industrial arts
laboratory. Look in nearby stores or in catalogs to find how many different companies make the same product. Com-

pare the quality and price of the product produced by each company.

Free Market SystemHave a management representativ'e from a local industry- discuss hovii consumer demands

are determined. Select two or -three examples of products"which could be mass-produced in the indn-strial ,arts labora-

tory. Develop and administer.a market survey form for each of the products.

Make a list oly kinds of automobiles manufactured in the last twenty years. Ante makes which are no longer being

produced. Discuss possible reasons why certain automobiles are no longer made.

Create a simulated industrial corporation .(similar to a junior Achievement prOject) and design, develop, manu-

facture, and sell a product.



CIRCULAR F 0* OF COOPS,, SERVICES, AND MONEY
'

.

*CTIVE: The student recognizes the circular nature of the economy and can 'interpret a model which repre-
,..

Y

4,1

sents the circular flow of gooeservices, and mone,
.

CONCEPTS. CLARIFI A ON OF CONCEPTS

Interdependence of
Economic units

Consumers

Producers

Money and Financial
Institutions

GNP

Economic
units

could include individuals, businesses, industries, or governmental

Various eco omi units produce and consume, economic goods and services. An
economic unit aY serve as a producer in one instance and as` a consumer ,in another.
All units must Both consume and produce in order to, exist.

Money serves as a medium of exchange for goods and services. A producer ex-
,

changes his goods or services for money cwhich.can be used-to purchase goods and
services from other; producers. Money not used for the consumption of. goods and
services can be loaned to, abets to enable them to build capital and increase produc-
tion, or it can be used; to pay profit's to workers or investors.

Exarnp s of financial'institutions which operate in our economy are banks, savings
and lo n associations, credit unions, and stock markets. The amount of money which
these institutions take is related to the amount of money" individuals and other

,economic institutions he after consuming basic. deeds. The amount of money
which.' financial institutions provide individuals and industfies will determine to
some extent th4roduetion and profit of industries and individuals. When money
is plentiful, individuals and industries canborrow to expand the size ;of, their opera-
'tion.:,and increase production. Financial institutions thus have 'a ,catalytic effect on
Cliff economy'

The Gross National Product is a measure of the total output of goods and services
produced by a_nation in a period of one year The GNP is used by economists as a

, :measure of the performance and growth of the economy.

GENERALIZATIONS:

4"Out' economy funtticins. in a circular flow of bkoods, services, and money which ,results from economic decisions
made by individuals, businesses, and goverankfit.' {,,

. Q

In the American economy, people and economic units are &Pendent upon each other, therefore, expenditure by
one economic unit serve's as income tfbanother,

Money is the social invention that acts as the major medium of exchange and serves through financial institutions
as the cata4iSt of economic activity.



SYGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

t

Interdependence of gconamic UnitsList examples of individuas, indusfries, and. governmental agencies and
show how each economic unit is both, a producer and a consumer of industrial goods and services. Suggested exarriples
are an individual who works as a %wider in an automobile manufacturing planyor a Carpenter who works for .a home
Building construction company.

Money and Financial Institutions; -Show how a worker (e.g., welder or carpenter suggested above) might man-
'Age his paycheck11for goods, services, and savings. Show how the' income received by the automobile manufacturer.
or construction company might be disburAedinvestments and expenses.

.
Financial InstitutionsSell stock in a hypothetical or actual company. ShoW how money is loaned to provide cap-

ital to begin or expand the operation of a company. Also, show how- invested money earns interest to repay stock-
holders (investors).

GNPFind the GNP for the current year Discuss the way the GNP is computed.

Discuss whether banks or savinds and loan' associations are really necessary for the economic welfare of citizens.
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_OBJECTIVE:

7

ERNMENT IN REGULATING AND COOR. I ATING ECONOMICACTIVITY
4`

Js

The student 'identifies tfie roles of government in the economy and is kvowledgefible about his rights
'and responsibilities as a citizen to promote ,approPriate legislation and services to benefit.the whole
economy.

O

Government

n employer

a consumer I
'Ag a :regufalor and coordinator
of economic activity ,

As a deterMiner of fiscal and
monetary policy

Legislator

Fte CONCEPTS

.

Tax money, cone ed Aby, various governmental agencies, is used in h variety of ways
to supply some octs'and ser iced Governmental agencies often serve as employers
and consumers ; order to me the needs of the citizens in such areas as education,
research, military #perations, and transportation. In aid; case where the government
serves wan employer and/or consumer, it stimulates-the production and consumption
orgoods and services by increasing employment and jncome.

)

0 4

GoVernmentar regulatIon is sometimes needed to ootect the rights of Citizens' and
to assure that the self-interests of the individuals, industry or buiiness do not become
harmful.to the 'test of society. Examples of such regulatory practices are: laws pro-
hibiting the inanufacturet or sale of harmful products; laws against fraudulent ad-

`vertising; laws to guard safety, purity, etc., of foods and drugs; Jaws on labeling
of goods; restrictive or economic nitonopolies; and Jaws relating to price fixing.
Regulation is usuallybrought about by legislation and is enforced by commissions

-
and agencies established by the -legislatiie.

The economy of \this country is controlled, for the most parcby the "supply and .
demand", quotas generated by the\ market .system. Government spending and the
actions of the Federal Reserve Board also regulate- the economy.

Basically;,the Federal Reserve System serves to add to and ,regulate the amount Of
money:, ill circulation. /yIbnetity policieS_ are controlled by the. buying,,,and selling
of. securities; by raising or lowering the amount of money member banks of the
system are required 4o hold in reserve against deposits; by raising or lowering inter-
est rates for banks' which borrow from the system; by controlling requirements for

the purchase of securities; kind by controlling clown payments and time limits-cm
credit.

GENERALIZATION:

In the American economic system, government serves as a regulator and coordinator of economic activity, a de-

terminer of fiscal and monetary policies,'and an employer as well as a consumer; therefore, the individual should
be an informed citizen-voter in order to communicate his view concerning his own interests and the general wel-

fare to the proper government channels.

. The federal government also regulates the economy in other ways.. Some examples
include the financing of soil banks and price supports for agriculture, stockpiling -.
of surplus industrial production, and the subsidizing of communities considered
to be "impacted" areas.

18
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SUPQESTEID LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1

Roles of government as an employer and consumer --Havea representative, of. the county or state highway devrt..
mein discuss how tax money is used to provideroads for transportation. .

....,
--,)

Trace the practices necessary for building a new ,highway beginnineyvith the planning stage at which time high.
-.

way needs are determined to the completion of the highway.

Exploje the contributions of 'gpvernment-sponsored Aearcif on atoll-11c energy to industrial practices and consumer
benefits.

Idea available industries which 114v
now being used by the general public.

As a regulator and coordinator of econo
to their own homes and check for deficien'tie
contractors.

Identify regulatory practices and laws en
Food and Drug Administtation

Federal Trade Commission

Federal HOusing Administration

Better Business Bureaus

Department of Commerce

Peparimeniof Labor
U.S. Departmnt of Agriculture
National Bureau of Standards

Department 6f justice

Antitrust Division

Securities'od Exchange Commission

produced goods for use by tho military anet space. research which are

is activityStudy a lochl building
. Discuss how bousing. cedes place

code. Have students apply tile code
competitive restrictiwon building

.

rcecl by the following agencies as they affect industry and consumers;

Collect And critically compare samples of various grades of construction framing lumber..

As a determiner of fiscal and monetary policyMak a chart showing the interest rate charged by a savings and
loan association or bank for home loans over the last fi, e years. Talk to a realtor about home sales over the past five
years. Compare interest rate fluctuations with sales fluct

Discuss the effect which a goVernment loan might h ve on the economy if it were made to a corporation for the
purpose of manufacturing a ne. airplane such.as the SS,

Identify and read the, warnings.printed on labels of po entially dangerous but' useful products, such as, lacquer
thinner, aerosol spray. paint, and adfieshies. r.

Have the student debate the following statement: "Dri ers should be fequire4 to pay road taxes (such as use
tolls) only for those toads they' frequently use."

19
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EFFECTS OF LABOR AND MANAGEMENT ON THE ECONOMY

0
oil:,

OBJECTIVE: The student differentiates between the effects of labor organizations and management on the:econ-
omy and identifies their functions so that he can :elate their operation to his future, roles.

, a

1CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Labor and ilanagement The term labor is commonly associated with the employees or workers in a rantl-
. ,

" facturing plant or a construction trade. Over the )ieirs, a number of labor organiza-
tions called unions have. developed. ,The basic purposesoof labor unions have bee
to represent the workers' point of view top employers and to negotiate agreemen

Collective I3argaining with employers regarding wages, working conditions, and other benefits. Unio s,
typically bargain with management for higher wages, for better working con :-

Strikes and Lockouts *-tionslighfing, heating, ventilation, safety, etc:and for other benefits such as p, id.
,

vacations .hbspitalizafivn and life insurance, and retirement pensions. Higher wa es
Effects 4 a're usually sought by labor to enable workers to buy more and better goods nd

a services. 'Miens also represent workers by presenting worker grievances to mah ge-,services.

C... .

-
The term management is often .used when referring to employers or the p ople
who direct the operation of a company or 'corporation. Typically, the cpncer s of

Ofr

,management have been to successfully compete with other companies or corpor tions
it: the sale of goods or services and to make a profit.,MaRagement interes ed in L..'
keeping costs low and profits high.

0 ..
Where labor is dganiied, union representatives 'bargain with management in behalf
of its collective union membershige.' The basic goal a, collective bargainin is to
attain peateful settlemen\ of disputes thi1t are of mutual economic benefit io both -

l'ailcir and management. 1'. : -- "

.
.lf labor and management representativeS cannot reach an agreement, a 'third party. yr , ... , , .
may be brought in to conciliate, to mediate, or to arbitrate a settlement. ooznetimes a
labor/rnanagementdisputes result in a' frike of a lockout. Strikes are brought about i

. -,
when workers refsse to work;Lockbuts occur when management closes:the Iplant.

When production stops because of a strike or lockoldt; .wp?kers. must go without
Wages and managemerit is- not able-to continue to makea profit. The economy

\\,is affected beCaus v, .wage earners must Cut/down on the consumption of goods and
services, while the oods or services of a business beCome scarcklOr are no longer

. available; the resources of the, business are idle. ' T

GENERALIZATIONS:
______

Labor-management relations are a matter of public concern; therefore, citizens need to understand the righti as
., 4.

well as the responsibilities of labor and ma:lager:lent in Maintaining a climate of Cooperation and incentive for
,high productivity and stability.

The individual can play an intelligent,role in labor-management ielations as a union member, a representative of
management, an arbitrator, or as a citizen-voter.

1321
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"je SUGGESTED, LEARNING ACTIVITIES
.

b

'Management, collective bargaining--Identify a few industries in the community which have unions and other in-
'dustries which are nonunion. .

5%,

Identify the unions which operate in your community, After conducting research on the roles of unions and Man-

agement, have the class assume the parts of labor and management for the purpose of role-playing" the settlement of

a grievance situation which is easily 'demonstrated in the industrial arts laboratory.

Compare,the wages and fringe benefits of union and nonpnion workers..

Identify the requirements for entrance into local trade unions:

Compare the (firsts of comparable goods produced by union and nonunion.incInstries.

O
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OBJECTIVE:

I,

FLUCTUATIONS IN THE ECONOMY

t

The student should become knowledgeable about the effects of Ake earning, "spending, saving; and
borrowing. habits of consume' s on the economy.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

0.

Fluctuations in the Economy
Prosperity

fltqcession
Inflation
Deflation.
Depression

.1 Consumer Price Index
Governmental Control
Consumer Habits
Employment Pioduceiiiity

0 0/
The term prosperity is used to describe a balanced economy'or a 'stale of economic=
well-being. A periOd Of reduced economic Activity is called a recession. Prosperity

- characterized by full' etoployment of res6urces and productivity ; recession results
from the opposite-condit,tons. . -

r

GENERALIZATION:

If there is an increase in the-Volumes of money alkl credit relative to available goods,
and if wagei increase and productivity remains the same, a period of inflation will
ensue: There Will be a continued and substantial rise in the general price level "of
goods and servkes.;If the .volume of 'ayailable money or credit is decreased, the
general price level of g'oods and services wifidecline ld'a state of deflation will occur.; ,

.. . .

The Consumer Priee Index is determined by comparing the relative prices-of goods
today with the prices of the same or similar goods for a baseyear. For example, from
1940-1965, the purchasing po er of the- dollar fell from 100' cents to *about 44 cents.

The government may aitem t to regulate fluctuatiolo of the economy by two means:
by increasing or decreasing xpenditures, and by increasing or decreasing taxes.,

The government can also re tulate the economy by changing the amount of money
the Federal Reserve banks ar required to have on deposit, and by raising or lowering
the tariff On imported goods.

The Consumer Price Index records the relative purchasi g power of. the dollar and often is an index of fluctua-
tions in the economy; therefore, individuals who base so e of their economic decisions on these conditions may
enhance their own efficiency as well as that of the whol economy.

.24
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SUGGESTED LEARNDTG ACTIVITIE?

. . .
Fjuctuations in the economyMake d' list of ,wage earners and 4alaried employees who work in industripl corpora-.

. dons. Determine the average earnings per year for 6ch type of Worker over a period of years. .
...

,

Make a list Of industrial materials and products which are related to the occupations. identified above. Determine
,

the price for each item over a period of years.

'Pia the wages arkt prices on a graph and. compare the effect of rising wages,on costs of industrial products pro-
duced by the employees. .

Obtain data on saving and borrowing habits of consumers over .3 ,period of years from a savings' and loan arm-
elation; Plot, the information on a graph. .

. ..Determine *WO periods of tirrw over the last few years have been considered periods of recession and of pros-
perky. Note wage, price; saving; and borrowing behavior on the, graphs constructed earlier for these time periods. -

.- .

Find- current ,Consumer Price Index information,* Make' a -list of.tools or machines used in the industrial arts lab-
oratory. Determine he current cost of each item. Compute the cost of each item five years ago, using the CPL

Its * 0

Invite someone who was personally involved' in the 1929-1939 deprepsion era-to come to class and relate personal
econamic eXperiences of those times. ,

.N

_ a

This information is readily available by requesting that yoir name be added to the mailing list for receiving "News -
Information,;" Contact the' U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Information, Washington, D.C. 20210 for this dervice.

.
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MARKETS: . .°
PRICE AND WAGE DETERMINATION

MARKETS:
WAGE AN'D PRICE -DETERMINATION

I

MARKET =lc

[FACTORS

Supply Demand
Production Costs,
Transportation.
Merdhandising
Design
Taxes
Government .Regulation
Market CompetiiiVeness
Condition of Economy

1 SELLER..

.7
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MARKETS: PRICE ANDIATAGE DETERMINATION

OBJECTIVE: The student will identify factors which contribute to the price of a product or service as A basis for
Bost and wage determination.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Markets The wad market is used to describe a situation where buyers and sellers are brought
together for the purpose of exchanging goods and services.

Price and Wage Determination
The price system is a device for deciding how- scarce resources should be used and
how limited supplies of goods ancLservices shill be divided among consumers. Price
is determined by supply and demand; a high, price reflects a shortage of supply and
an increasing demand. 'High prices also discourage consumers from buying and
often encourage savings.

Wages

GENERALIZATIONS

Since price is one factor to be/considered in any purchase, the individual should know' the relationship between
'the factors which make up the costs of goods and services produced in order that he may make informed choices
as to the value-price ratio.

In addition to the supply-demand relationship, prices are dependent upon costs of
production, transportation, merchandising, design, and taxes; and upon government
regulations, market competitiveness, and the condition of the economy.

in general, the value of what an individual can do determines his income. Highly
skilled workers command higherwages. than do .untrained `and unskilled 'workers.,
Competition among producers maintains high wages for workers whose skills are
in short supply. The activity of the market definitely helps determine prices and
wages.

The prices of products and services determine how much the consumer can buy with a given income; therfore,
the consumer should know approximate prices of desiied goods and services in advance of actual purchase in
"Order to make possible better money management and more efficient spending.

27
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Interview (or invite for a, class presentation) a management representative from a local industry who is involved
with determining wages and costs of production. Discuss the elements that are considered in determining wages for
various jobs throughout ,the industry; and the relative costs of production, transportation, merchandising, taxes, etc,
on the selling price of the product.

'Consider the expensEs involved in mass-producing a product in the industrial arts laboratory. Estimate what the
selling price would have to be of a product, considering wages, cost of materials, overhead, distributing costs, taxes, etc.

Divide the class into two companies which produce similar products, Have the companies compete M the pro-
duction, and sales of the products.

Make a chart of industrial ciccupations, showing the amount of education or training needed for each occupation
and the average wage for each occupation. Illustrate the difference. in training required and salary earned by highly
skilled service technicians (air conditioning and color TV) as compared with other service occupations such as garden-
ers and carpet installers.

o
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1

INCOME PROCUREMENT
a

A
4

z

. ..

OVERALL OBJECTIVE: The student develops an understanding of income procurement with analysis of how
, . security and wages relate to education and trainine.the student, will broaden his eco-

340MIC CCMCCptS to the point that each recognizes his vocational potential and his im..
.portance in' our economic society.

-
.

.
.

RATIONALE

The student should develop an understanding of income procurement to be able to relate how security and wages-
are dependent upon. education and training. This is' particularly true of the student who probably will not seek high-
er education beyond high school, but instead will go directly from high school to the "world of work." The student
should broaden his knowledge of .economic concepts to the'point that he recognizes. his metal' occupational potential
and his personal contribution to. the economic society.

. ,

Basic to all spjnding is the availability of financial resources. Ae, individual's spending level is directly dependent
upon his income. His income is dependent upon his choice of an occupation. The choice of an occupational field,
training for the "world of work," and the importance of a vvorker-ebnsumer, should,. in part, be under the direction
of the Industrial Arts teacher with the assistance of the school guithnce counselor and the student's parents. It must
be recognized that life style is dependent upon income procurement s the amount an individual spends for goods
and services is directly dependent upon his actual as well as potential level of in e.

The number of workers in a particular job or profession is generally determia, "The national economy, while
the actual bask choice of.entrance into an occupation is made by the worker-consumer.-Therefore, it, is necess$ for
the Industrial Arts teacher to be aware of factors affecting the economy to provide relevant educational and guidance
information for his students.

Many° of the decisions concerning the choice and pursuance.of an occupation depend upon the goals, philosophy,
andAttitudes toward life adopted by the individual student. What happens if the job is eliminated through technolog
ieal change? What is thelcoSt of retraining? Can all individuals be retrained? Who pays the cost of such retraining?
Will work in the chOsen field always be available for those who, want to and need to work in that field? What non-
monetary contributions may an individual make to society? How may changes in the law affect ,inheritances, taxes,
and occupations? Does the worker have a stakein- the investment market?

The relationship of income procurernent and consumer behavior can provide a source of enrichment to the explor-
ation of industrial occupations and hobbies through instruction in Industrial Arts. An individual's decisions in govern-
:tent; in education, his community, and in his dealings with his fellowman are affected by his income procurement
and consumer behaVior.

30
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HUMAN, FINANCIAL, AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES

RESOURCES

1 HUMAN l FINANCIAL I COMMUNITY1

Wanes f --Service

Energy Rent Educational

Talent and Ability ° NT Interest Philanthropic

Skills profit Assistance

Knowledge -- Other'

Health

Interests

Attitudes

REACHING PERSONAL GOALS

ACHIEVING PERSONAL SATISFACTIONS
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HUMAN, FINANCIAL, AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES

OBJECTIVE: The student will identify and utilize 'available resources in reaching goals in terms of potential .capac-
ity and as a method of achieving personal satisfaction'.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Human Resources The role of "Human Resources" as it relates to Industrial Arts should be clarified.
so that' children will be better able to understand their personal talents and re-

Time sources. Students must ,realize that most occupations are, stratified and that the
lowest stratum of any vocation requires the least amount of talent, ability, skills, or

Energy knowledge and, generally,. provides the least amount of income. This premise is
generally true of either an bccupatiot in the manufacturing or construction industry.

Talent and Ability If one desires a job providhig more incoine, it is necessary to develop additional ..4,

ability, skills, and, knowledge, and to have the correct. attitudes tovyard wok and
Skills the work place. It is helpful to enter a. chosen vocation early while there is still time,

interest, energy, and health to advance in the occtlpation, to attain personal goals
Knowledge and an adequate level of income, and to achieVe personal satisfaction,

Health The Industrial Arts teacher should assist a student to develop correct altitudes and
to improve attitudes toward ,toe work place, and toward his own work with fellow

Interests employees, and supervisors. Sometime in education or in life everyone must' learn that
it is advantageous. to be punctual, to have a good attendance re-Cord, to be able to 'get

Attitudes along with. people, and to ,five empathy for fellow workers and supervisors and
their problems. Sometime i / life, each of Us must discover the old maxim, "No Man/
is an Island." Each of usi s somewhat dependent upon every other human being
for our social and econom welfare, so we must develop patterns of behavior that will

,, improve socioeconomic int actions with our fellowman.

2
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CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION, OF CONCEPTS

FINANCIAL RESOURCES The Industrial Arts teacher 'must understand enough about. the economic system
to be able to explain how wages affect, and are affected by changes in the economic

Wages sys tern."Rent, or the costs of natural resources, is dependent upon the availability and
ddmand for these resources. Interest rate for loans is dependent upon the supply

Rent of \available money and ho'vv fast that money is'circulated through the, system. Profit
is dependent upon production costs and sales. The individual citizen through work,

Interest earning wages, paying for goods and services, and earning and paying interest,
helps make the entire economic system work.

Profit

The service and philanthropic organizations within a community are usually oper-
COMMUNITY RESOURCES ated by responsible citizens who are striving to maintain and improve social, cultural,

and economic conditions in the community. These organizations provide. proles
'gional assistance as well as financial help to the needy or. less fortunate within the
community. The educational institutions in a community reflect the hopes, desires,
and the life styles of the community. There are often other consumer protection
organizations within a community, or an ombudsman to provide citizens with a
"go between" when confronted with problems with government, business, or industry.
Credit protection agencies and other channels of assistance also exist as part of
goveinment or private buiiness to provide additional consumer assistance.

GENERALIZATIONS:

Resources are available to people in varying degree. The use of these resources determines how completely one
teaches his goals and achieves pers nal satisfactions.

Various orms of monetary income may be used to increase one's net worth in relation to his initiative, ability,
and desire

Communitruisources are capable "of providing various goods and services which may assist in attaining and en-
riching individual objectives.

F
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. SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Human ResourcesHave students estimate how much time, energy, ability, talent; skill, knowledge, etc., tbnces-
sary to get and holda jo manufacturing or construction,

Have students disc what health iequirements are necessary to get and hold such a job. Can a handicapped per-
con get or hold all such jobs? Have a Wealth official, company nurse, or publiC health nurse discuss how health is im-
portant to the job selected.

Have students role-play unpleasant personalities on- the job with their fellow workers and supervisors. Have stu
dents discuss how an unpleasant personality or attitude could place limitations on an4crdividual's contribution to the

, job and to the community.

Have students identify and preface a list of skills (informative and technical) they now possess chat could assist
them in obtaining income. Make a list of skills they hope to develop, to achieve future goals..

Have students identify and prepare' a list of attitudes which are necessary to get and keep a job in manufacturing
or construction. Have a personnel man explain why itis necessary to be punctual, to have a good attendance record,
and why it is necessary to be able to get along with fellow workers and supervisors. Have students discuss good and bad
attitudes about jobs, and make lists of those they now possess. Have them select antuitude which they do not now pos-
sess and make suggestions ahftb how they may improve on this attitude.

Have students make a list of jobs or occupations they personally know parents or neighbors hold. Have students
discuss these on the basis of education, training and ability, and knowledge necessary to obtain and keep each job' 01.
oceupation. Is continued eduotion necessary to advance or maintain one's employment in specific jobs or occupations?
Where may such education be obtained? Into what classification do these 'jobs fall (production, professional, man-
agerial, service)?

Have students -tell about a hobby they now have, what training is necessary to continue the, hobby; what skills
make it easier. How could this hobby be expanded to provide income now or in the future? Include a list of.amonnts
of time spent at leisure-time activities and tell how this leisure time is spent.

Have students discuss a job or occupation they would like to obtain. Discuss the training, skill, talent, and
ability necessary to obtain .and hold this job. Is additional training necessary to advance in this job or occupation? Will
this job or occupation exist in the next decade? Is it likely to become obsolescent (*obsolete? What skills used in this
job,might be used in another occupation, if it is necessary .to change occupations? Is there any age requirement
which might keep a person out of this job? Would a man hire the necessary time and energy to be retrained if the

c,

position becomes obsolete?

Discuss the impact of alcoholism and drug use on a worker w o is attempting to obtai and retain employment.
An alternative activity would be to invite an ex-alcoholic or ex-dru user to tell'what effects his disease has had on his
employment.

Have union and management people explain their roles in prot cling and upgrading human resources. Discuss
the impact that labor unions have had on workers. List the advantag and disadvantages of union membership.

FinIncial ResourcesHave students write reports on ways to earn oney. Reports should inclUde normally suit-
able and non-suitable methods of obtaining funds. Reports should show the effect on the person and on the commun-
ity of obtaining money in a wrongful manner. Have students discuss h w obtaining money in some right manner
bolsters self-confidence and self-reliance.

" Divide students into groups. Study the difference between gross and net salary, after deductions. Have the twos,
groups discuss the difference between the two amounts. To whom does th t deducted money go and how is it used?
HaVe students discuss rent, food, and insurance costs for their community.
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1

Have several students report on the amount one might expect from varidus investments. Have students investi-
gate stock purchase, mutual funds, savings and loan and other forms of investment. Discuss the afi ount of accumula-
tion as it relates to the amount of human resources invested. ml

Have a property manager dell what return might be expected from a real estate property investment. Tell prob-
lems of remo cling, rebuilding, maintaining, and renting Such a property.

.,
Identify local agencies (public and private) in _the community that provide assistanceeconomic and psofession-

alto improve one's ability to achieve his potential, apabilities;'eg, schools, employment service, fraternal and service
organizations, etc.

Have students discuss the importance of responsible citizens in the community. Discuss why it is important to
have responsible citizens in a community. What they do. How they operate. What good they Accomplish. an a
school activity or an Industrial Arts department activity to do a "good-turn" for a retired individual' in the com un-
ity or for a park or a hospital or some community organization.

Plan a party for an underprivileged group. Prepare a budget, earn the money, make a plan for spending the money,
and then have the party.

Maintain and repair local facilities, such as a community building, firehouse, grange, halt, school playground, etc,
using donated, materials.

- Involve students in a contest to see whii can find the most community ressurces in the telephone book or the
city or county directory. Report on how the community' resource agencies can help the individual directly and the
community as a whole.

Have students compare how city, state, and federal taxes affect salaries,

Have students interview their parents to determine vThat fringe benefits are offered by industry and how they
affect one's income; e.g., paid hospital and, surgery, paid dental, sick leave, paid life and health insurance.

How do these fringe benefits contribute to the economy of their community?

0
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ELECTING AN OCCUPATI.,

,OBJECTI7; The stude.ut should explore, investigate, and evaluate occupational areas which he considers 2 pro-
priate to his abilities and interests in order to function in societk;'

ti

ti

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Requirements of a Vocation

Educational Training

Length

Availability

Financial Cost

Opportunity Costs

Personal

Skills and/or Intellectual
Aptitude

Honesty

Initiative

Loyalty

Industry

Degree of Health

Acceptable Appearance

Ability to Get Along
with People

Age

a
o

The educational and entrance requirements for the various professional, service, and
production occupations vary in length and content as the occupations themselves
vary. Certain construction and manufacturing trades require a formal apprenticeship
for a specific number of years, including both classrobin Slid on-the-job training.
Some occupations and trades, require a license,nsually'granted after air examination
and service. Certain management-level occupations such as architecture o civil

engineering may require four years of college, including a number of'years f pro-
fessional school, work experience,, and the passing of a state examination .before one
may be fully licensed to work in the profession.' Another professional occupation,
such as an Industrial Arts teacher, may require four yearsokollege with the inclusion
of certain technical Eand education courses and successful teaching experience before
the state will issue a permanent teaching certificate; Certain construction trades, a.

such as electrical, often require additional trainit beyond high scliocii, supervised
work experience, and the completion of a, specific practical examination cond=ucted
by the union educational agency before being permitted to engage injhas rrade.

The availability, cost, and opportunity to enter formal educational programs will
vary from occupation to occupatiun.

Intellectual hptitude is not an absolute fix mans trades:

The average student who graduates from high school who; has any degree of manual
dexterity, should be able to erform adequately at a majority of the trades, and
service industries.

Honesty is an absolute requirement for mat jobs.

Initiative, loyalty) and industry are normal requirements for most jobs.

Good health is a definite requirement for many manual jobs.

Acceptable appearance is probably most important in certain' service occupations,
as is cleanliness.

The ability to get along with people is a requirement 'of most occupations. The
ability to relate with people is probably most important in service, professional, and
trade occupations.
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CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Time Demands
On- the -job

Oil-the-job

Financial -
Educational.Costs

Material Costs

Salary, Wages,
Benefits for Employees

Benefits of a Vocation
Monetary Rewards
Occupational Outlqik
Personal Satisfaction
Social Standing
Non-material Returns .,

Effect on Happiness
,Contribution to Society
Security
Fringe Benefits

Other Considerations
Mobility

Fulure
Adaptability to
Similar Vocations

Physical or Mental Work

Age

Sex

Necessity for Retraining

Working Conditions

The time demands for some professions could very well exceed the current' normal
work schedule of 40 hours rer week, whereas the factory' worker may work 40 hours
per week with or without overtime. Some trades are ..beginning to limit their -
work to less. than 35 hours per week. Some industries now work a 3 or 4 day week
and some industries offer 15 weeks of vacation after a specific number of years on
the job.

Some professions have little in the way of set hours, Many managers will always.
takework home that could.not In completed at the office. Some manufacturing corn-

p panics require that their employees, especially on the managerial level, bavailable
when called. Some jobs only require that persons perform their work only in time
of emergency, the balance of the time being spent in training.
The educational costs-will vary 'with the occupation and the amount of, time spent
in training forthe job. Other positions require little education.

Salaries, wages,:and benefits for employees vary from occupation to occupation.

The benefits of an occupation are threefold: provide financial income, fill the need
for personal satisfaction and self-wor0, and provide status. Therefore, the employed
person is a productivi member Of sAtiety who is contributing to hii personal self-
development and also to his community and country.

Status is many things: social standing in the community, non-material returns,
effect on happiness, contribution to society, and fringe benefiti.

Occupational security varies from occupation to occupation. Some have much, others
little.
Some occupations have much upward mobility and offer many benefits to the rela-
tively uneducated, if the individual has the motivation to accomplish the task.
Others offer no upward social mobility.

The future of each position varies with the position. Some are very secure; others.-
.have no future.

6

The type of work varies from one occupation to another, Some are very arduous
and physical; others,,are mentally taxing.

Age is very important in some occupations and less important in others.

Sex is no longer a Oiterion, by law, for mpst occupations. Nevertheless, one does not
.find many women working'in the construction crafts nor are there many men em-
ployed as secretaries in manufacturing plants.
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CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Sources of Information
Local

School
Library.
Specialists

State Government Agencies
Federal Government Agencies

GENERALIZATIONS:

Most pOsitions require continuous education, and/or retraining.
The working conditions vary with each occupation. Some are tedious and monot-
onous; others are challenging and exciting. 1

School guidance councelars and local, school, and state libraries offer information
on all types of occupations. State employment offices pr wide free occupational
guidance, counseling, testing, job placement, job training, hfeirals, etc.

In making a decision to select a particular-vocation, one should consider The costs involved in terms of education
and training required.

Time commitment demands, personal dedication, and financial demands differ with the occupation, and will be
viewed as a determining factor in occupational selection. .

.
-

The kind of occupation one chooses and the degree of success will affect his economic values,and incofne.

Psychic income has non-material returns such as pleasures and satisfactions which are to be considered in the
total concept of job selection.

There are numerous aspects on e considers in chbosing a vocation if his selection is to be compatible with his
competencies and his economic and personal goals.

*4-
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES
.

Have a professional man, a civil engineer or architect, for example, discuss with the class the nature of his formal
education and training/ that was necessary to obtain an,. entrance-level position in his chosen occupation.

Invite a xnartagernent-tevel construction executive and a trade union official to tiscuss how a high school grad-
.

uate may obtain a_ position in the construction trades. What training is.needed? What are costs of union membership?
What benefits could a beginning :worker expect from union membership? What fringe 1;eriefis could be expected
from the company? What wages could a beginning worker expect?

Mk a local T repairman to bring some of his test equipment to class. Show the use of this equipment on a TV
set. Tell the class how much training was necessary to achieve his present level of competency. How could training
for this industry be used in another occupation? Why is it necessary to get along with people in this occupation?
How many hours per week are necessary to earn a suitable income in this occupation?'

IVA; a local independent hardware store owner to discuss what characteristics he seeks in prospective employees.
What knowledge is necessary to adequately perform a clerk's duties? Why are honesty and appearance important?
What salary or wi'ges and other benefits might an employee expect in the retail hardware business?

. Have a .-managerial: person and an industrial union steward from a local ,manufacturing plant visit the class to
discuss :monetary rewardp, occupational outlook, personal satisfactions, non-monetary returns, security, fringe bene-
-fits, working conditions, and future job opportunities ,and security for prospective employees in a manufacturing plant.

a.
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EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

CONTINUOUS EDUCATION
1

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Field Trips:
Printed Material,s
Counselors
Career Days
Resource People

-2

PREPARATION. }Sol
FURTHER EDUCATION

PREPARATION FOR
EMPLOYMENT

UPGRADING O~It ENRICHMENT
OF LEISURE TIMEREFRESHER

1

0

PROFESSIONAL VOCATIONAL -.
TgcHitc#1.

:r"
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EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

OBJECTIVE: The student should identify and examine public and private agencies on a local, state, and national
level which will enable him to secure continuing education and training desired to achieve person-
al satisfaction and self-fulfillment.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Types of Educational Agencies

In-school
Public
Private
Parochial

Out-of-school
Youth Organizations
Adult Classes

Sources of Information
Field Trips
Printed Materials
Guidance Counselors
Career Days ,
Resource People

raining Provided Iiy
ducational Agencies

4 .
Prepayatron for:
Citizenship
Further Education
rinploy.ment

Professional
VocatiOnal-technical
Apprenticeship
Service

Upgrading or Refresher Courses

Enrichment of Leisure Tithe

Admission Requirements

Public Education
Age
Residency
Prerequisites

The student is already familiar withAhe availabiliW of educational opportunities
provided by the community elementary and secondary schools. It is imperative that
he also learn of the extended educational services provided by the-schools, suck.' as
adult education programs. Students should also learn of the numerous oppoitunities
for personal growth and occupational development available by private institutions,
both residential and correspondence education school's. The. kind' Of school: orr.
selects would depend upon his occupational and personal .aspirations as well as hisz
financial resources and capabilities.

School guidance fler'sonnel and counselors at local and state employment offices and .
community agencies, such as the Urban League or YMCA, can provide some pro
fessional assistance to 'secondary sawed students and adults who are attempting to
plan educational and occupational pursuits.

Most secondary schools provide Industrial Arts conises for all students. These pro-
grams should, in part, provide at least a basic foundation for entrance into the work
placer as a basis for future leisure time Yctivities, as well as producing abetter
informed citizen. Some instructional programs may 'provide enough knowledge and
skill for a student to actually gain employment in related technical areas, and others
may provide the basis for further education.

-Many youth organizations such as the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls,
YMCA, 'IWCA, YMHA, Boys Clubs, junior Achievement, and community
schools offer laboratory activity programs on an arts and crafts, hobby, or ayocational
basis. These hobbies might eventually turn into jobs or provide a means of occupying
one's leisure time

Some community schools and private vocational centers offer job training fonanyone,
regardless Of age, at modest entrance fee.

Some persons who will need basic education (eg, communication skills) to prepare
for further education, will find this available in the Adult Basic Education, Centers
operated in many school systems on both a day and night basis. Many schools offer
additional educatiorial experiences in a wide range of subjects for everyone on a
night class basis.

ti



CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Private or Parochial Education

Application
Acceptance

= Payment'of Fees

Youth Organizations
Opening in'the Group
Age
Membership Fees

Adult Classes
Tuition
Registration

Sufficient Number with

Sirnilir Interest .

Sponsorship by Educational
or Community Agency

GENERALIZATIONS:

Different types and of education are available to the individual at
achieving personal mil economic Satisfactions,

.

, Training provided by one or more educational agencies may *4sist in
increase his feeling of self-fulfillment.

Most professional:training will only be found in institutions of higher learning, but
these often are ara6ble during evening classes. The various trades offer formal
classes either on a day or night class basis. Some firms provide educational training
for their employees either in or out of the 'plant, often during working hours. Tuition
is often provided for employees who are pursuing educational training related to
their employment. Some state agencies' offer rehabilitation or retraining to certain
selected individuals.

Thg admission requirements 'to public or parochial education may inclu age, resi-
dency,deney, r ion, and prerequisites, but age is probably the least of these. Private trade
schools Wi 'often accept anyone who has the fee; therefore, students should 'carefiillir
investigate the reputation of the school before signing an enrollMent contract.

. .

various stages of life to assist him in

raising an individual's economic level or

Information about educational opportunities is readily available; its use may help one choOse an appropriate
educational agency. ,

0

The governing body of the educationdl agency sets requirements which the individual meets if he is:accepted into
a program..

r
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Have students make a survey of all educational institutions in a community. Discuss admission requirements,
types and levels of education, results of enrollment. Show by means of a chart how these institutions provida education
to increase income. Include places where either youths or adults may go for self-improvement, on-the-job apprentice-
ship, formal or leisure-time training.

Invite a few "dropouts" into the class to discuss ,why they did not complete their secondary school education. What
have been the conSequencei of their dropping out? What kinds of jobs do they now hold? Have them describe the
experiences they have had, including the ease 60 difficulty of obtaining, and retaining employment, Would they hire a
"dropout"?

Take a field trip to a vocational school, business school, college, or other institution of higher learning (particu,
lady a college that prepares Industrial Arts teachers) to learn the benefits of training beyond high, school.

Have students explore with the school guidance counselor, catalogs of various advanced schools. Have students
explore the application process, complete sample applications. , and write a letter seeking further information and
literature from the school,

t2-
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EFFECTS OF INCOME PROCUREMENT

OBJECTIVE: The student should recognize, explain, and accept the total effect that his income procurement will
tave on the individual, the family, the community, and the society.

°CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPT'S

EFFECTS AND RESULTS
OF DECISIONS

Individual

Accomplishment of Goals
I Satisfaction

Opportunity Cost

Family
Income Level

. Standard of Living
Accomplishment of Goals
Opportunity Cost

Community
'Production
Labor Force
Growth
Betterment
Society
Type of Goods and Services

Produced
Balance in Economy

EVALUATING THE
EFFECTS AND RESULTS
OF DECISIONS

Acceptance of Decisions

Recognizes the Difficulties of
Changing Decisions

Time
Financial

GENERALIZATIONS:

The manner in *which income is procured, as well as the amount of income, affects directly the volume and quality
of goods and services produced and consumed in an economy. .

The individual must recognize and accept the total effect that his decisions about
inco e procurement have gan effect not only upon himself but \won his family, the
co unity, and the society. If he chooses to accept a very low paying job or is not
edu tionally prepared for a better job, then his family suffers and the community
and satiety must make up the, difference between this individual's paycheck and a
subsistence income. The student must also recognize that his goal(s) and satisfactions
cannot be reached if he is not in some way prepared to enter the work place.

The family suffers doubly by an .individual's failure to succeed in the work placei
and 41 of the failures which are the student's are compounded for the family.

The community suffers likewise if enough individuals fail, because the community
is responsible for the education of its young. If the children are not educated Correctly,
the community must keep these people alive; production fails, the labor force is not
adequate to perform the tasks, there is no growth and, rather than betterment, the
community decays.

Society must accept the responsibility for an individual's failure; the type of goiods
produced by poorly educated individuals is below grade, the amount of goods and
services produced is usually low. Thus, the economy may be out of balance.

The student must recognize that his decisions are sometimes final and irreversible;
that he must accept the consequences of this decisions which may affect his loved
ones, his community, and society in general is irrefutable. There is often not enough
time or finances 'to change the results of his decisions once action has been initiated.
For example, a person who establishes a poor credit rating because of his neglect in
meeting his financial obligations; or a person who commits a crime, such as robbing
a bank.

13

After an evaluation, the individual should be able to accept or, if necessary; pursue a more satisfactory alternative.
of income procurement in order to meet his personal economic goals.

41
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Have a successful businessman, or Professional, or tradesman, or worker talk to the class about how'he chose his
life work. Flow did this choice affect him, his family, his community and society? Have him arid/or them tell why

.
they chose then

)
life work, the Noblems they had to solve and how it affected them, their family, and the community

and society. -

What were the factors which may or may not have forced this choice upon him? How did this forced choice affect
him, his family, his community, and society? Is he happy with this choice? Offered the opportunity, would he choose
this life work again? Why or why not?

Have a group of "dropouts" who have returned to school, explain why and how they made the choice to return
to school. What forces worked, on them to "drop out" at first? How did their dropping out affect them as individuals,
their family, their community, and society?

Have a person who has changed his occupation later in life explain his decision to change. What factors forced
this change upon him? Or was it am of free choice? How much retraining or additional training was necessary to
make the change permanent? Who paid for the retraining? What effect did the decision to change have upon the indi-
vidual, the family, the community, and society? What happened to the family financially while the individual was
retrained?

° compare two communities, one affluent and one less affluent, and discuss their community resources, educational
opportunities, etc., and their impact upon.the occupational choices of the persons in these communites, the communi-
ties in general, the family life in the comxnunty, and society as a whole.

Have groups of students survey the.persons in their neighbOrhood. Find out how many have changed their life
work and the number of times. What effect have these changes made upon the, individual, his family, his income level,
his standard of living,' the community, and society. Discuss such topics as housing-, income, travel, and vacation. Have
students develop a checklist to accomplish the above.

Have an individual into class who wished to change his life's work, but either could not or chose not to make the
change because of any number of factors, to discuss why he did not or could not make the change. What factors affected
his'decision? What effect would the change have made on him, his family, the community, or society? Were age, time,
family finances, or other factors involved in the.,decision?

Have a student discuss how the old sayings "Time is of the Essence" and "Strike While the Iron is Hot" are impor-
tant when considering a job change. Discuss how these factors might affect the individual, his family, and his commu-
nity. Why are these decisions often final and irreversible? What effect does this have on the individual, his family,
etc.?

4 5.
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CONSUMER BEHAVIOR DETERMINANTS

OVERALL OBJECTIVE: The student recognizes that consumer behavior as affected by learning and communica.
don is a social phenomenon subject to all the mediating forces ,deting on social action and
behavior. The possibility of altering consumer behavior or affecting it depends, to an
extent, upon the marketer's ability to structure and restructure the consumer's beliefs and
attitudes.

Jr
RATIONALE

The student of Industrial Arts must be aware of the numetous outside forces which are placed upon him that affect
his decisions and behavior as a consumer of industrial goods and cervices. He must be familiar with the techniques
utilized by industry including the results of marketing studies, the work of psychologists; sociologists, behavioral scien-
tists and others to determine consumer values and goals. He must then understand the resultant methods and tech-
niques used by producers in the mass media and advertising to promote their goods and services.

The consumer must .also have an understanding of the ways in which man utilizes his natural and economic re-
sources to produce goo& and services if he is to appreciate and accurately evaluate the quality of those manufactured
and constructed goods and services. He must be aware of the factors that influence his decision-making philosophy in
order to develop a systematic method for making consumer decisions. Consumer information when taught as an inte-
gral part of the regular Industrial Arts programs can provide the necessary experiences, information, and technical
skills. These students will be better equipped to evaluate and select the products and services that will assist them in
better achieving their goals in :life as productive citizens.

45
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UNDERSTANDING CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

OBJECTIVE: The student alters his consumer behavior when h; recognizes the need for change through an Wend-
fication of the varying influrces which affect hi's philosophy.

rt

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

..,

Decision-making Philosophy wil. person's own philosophy, goals, and 'values are the primary inputs to the
decision-making method used when analyzing a problem of choosing from the many
alternative products or services available from industry. As he becomes more aware
of the factors influencing his decision-making philosophy, he is more able to use a. ,- systematic approach for makinga decision.

Influencing Factors One's consumer goals and values. are determined by his life style, peer group, socio-
Goals . economic level, sociarstatus; customs, and quality of life desired. If a person owns a
Values lawn mower which doei not run, his personal goals, and values will influence whether

. Wants he buys a new mower, has his old mower repaired by a technician, repairs it himself,
Needs or decides not to cut his lawn. He must then determine if his choice is to be based on
Activities a real need (must have), or a iperceived need (desirable want) resulting from his
Experiences values. Is the mower completely worn out and not repairable or is there a new, safer,
Problems more'efficient or more attractive mower on the market which would be nice to have?
Emotions His past experience' with a product, service, or company will be another input to his
Habits final choice. If he or his friends have been satisfied with a particular brand or model

mower, he May take the mower to a; repairman with whom he has had positive
experience; or he may decide to :repair it himself if he has had successes in small
engine repair.

One's consumer behaviorhis needs, habits, desires, etc. --are often shaped by adver-
tising in the mass media. Behavioral scientists incorporate various techniques to
convince the consumer of his need for certain produCts and services. A person who
learns to critically analyze advertisements as well as his own behavior, will become a
better consumer of industrial goads and services.

GENERALIZATION:

Our philosophy of decisiou-making should be affected by our emotions, habits; experiences, and problems so that
the goods and we select will draw us closer; to the goals we have set.
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Decision-making philosophyThe student will describe the decision-making method that he would use to select
from among a Ford Maverick, a Cadillac Eldorado, a Chevrolet Vega, and a Dodge. Challenger. Identify the various
personal factors that influence one's selection of a product or, service.-

Influencing FactorsThe student will 'critically evaluate advertisements for household items. Identify the criteria
one should use when deciding which model to purchase for each of the following consumer products (e.g., need vs de-
sire., and'reputation of quality and efficiency) : .

I. Automobile

2. Furniture
3. Appliances

4. Bicycles

5; Power Tools

Discuss some of the methods that industry uses inlevision and radio commercials, and magazine and news-
paper ads when advertising products or services. For eiample, "Buy Brand X Asp* because 9 out of 10.. doctors
recommend and use it." Also, handsome an.dattractive models are used when advertising cars or clothing in an attempt
to appeal to the buyer's Vanity handsome men drive racy sports cars and wear flared pants; therefore, I will also
select and use those same piOducts and become one.of the select group.

Prepare a plan for one's dredm house. What size house is needed by my family? How many rooms and baths
would be nice to have or really necessary? How much can I afford to spend on house construction? How much money
must I be earning to meet monthly mortgage, insurance, utilities, and maintenance payments? Should the exterior be
frame or masonry and the interior drywall or plaste'r? These same questions could be applied to home remodeling or
repair.

(t
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CONSUMER VALUES AND GOALS

OBJECTIVE: The student should recognize satisfactions which come from his consumer behavior and show em-
. pathy for other peoplg j'who make decisions different from his own, as a result of Identifying and

understanding of varying influences which affect his personal values and goals.

CONCEPTS. CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Values. and Goals The people in industry in targe of product promotion recognize individual differ-
ences in the goals and values of consumers. TherefOre, different products arcadver-

Life Style tised in certain magazines and on sponsored television programs which are, aimed at
selected coda' groups. The Saturday cartoons are sponsored by toy manufacturers, not

Peer Group.. automobile manufacturefS; performance and sport cars, not luxury sedans are
advertised in Hot Rod Magazine. Because these exa plesnf media relate-to particular

Socioeconomic Level segments of society, the nature of pioducts advertise elates to the values and goals
of the people in those segment's.

Customs
Construction companies offer different styles and types of housing. varying in size,

Quality of Life quality, and price. Manufacturers offer different sizes, types, price ranges, and styles
of automobiles, lawn mowers, can openers, and television' sets to satisfy individual
life styles of the consumer. The peer group that the individual identifies with may
influence whether he trades cars every year, or what type and quality of sound equip-
ment he selects for his home. Industry allows for differenCes in socioeconomic levels
by providing various qualities, sizes, and prices of almost any consumer item. A
person's social status, the resultant of his socioeconomic level, peer group,and occu-
pation, will affect whether he does his owii repair on his power lawn mower or
outboard motor, or elects to hire the service of a repairman. These same values and
goals will serve as a reference when deciding what kind of house to purchase and
when selecting a housing locgtion.-,

How a person perceives his quality, of life is a major influence on his perception of
all the ntlier inputs to his values and goals, thus making it a major input to selecting
goods aied services, If a person feels that his quality of life is below that of those he
considers his peers, or if his perceived social status is not as high as he feels it should
be, he may, as an example, elect to move to a new "higher class" apartment complex,
or he may choose to trade his old economy sedan for a new luxury car.

GENERALIZATIONS:

At various times in the life cycle, peer group or social status are such strong influences that some people buy goods
or services which they do not enjoy or even want; therefore, goals may never materialize.

The individual's and the family's qiiality of life, life style, socioeconomic level, and customs may determine the
consumer's decisions; therefore, his behavior in the marketplace will be evidenced by the combination of goods
and services chosen.

5 0
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SUGGESTED, LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Values and goals Have the students determine why one person. might select a console stereo and another may
select a component system.

The student could write an, advertisement for a product which he has designed and built. The advertisement
should attempt to "sell" the product and be aimed at his peer group, based' on his knowledge of their life style, socio-
economic level, social status, customs, and perceimed quality of life.

' Given several brands and models of a consumer product, the students should determine why these alterpatives
exist and the reasons why people would probably choose different items.

Have the students prepare a notebook or bulletin board display ,of various brands and models of the following
products:

types of Chairs

types of automobiles

types of lamps

types of can openers

types of etc.

floor plans for several houses

Discuss how life styles and consumer habits change as one gets older (different needs, values, likes and dislikes,
experiences, etc.). ,

Obtain copies of an advertisement brochure from a local car agency. Discuss the factors that would influence
one's decision to purchase a compact model rather than a luxury sedan.

Review a mail order catalogue and compare the various models of appliances and products, such as: television sets,
dishwashers, and. stereo tape decks. Discuss how one's peer group and values would influence the selection of one model
rather than another.

fr,s

Discuss life styles other than their own and relate the discussion to the selection of products. For example, would
people of lower socioeconomic status purchase a Of-propelled lawn mower? How do purchasing habits differ? Also,
do movies, magazines, books, and television programs accurately depict normal life styles?

How do TV commercials and magazine ads differ when attempting to sell different products?

4
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HUMAN, MATERIAL, AND ECONOMIC RESOURCES'

.4,

OBJECTIVE:. , The student should `demotisirate that he can use his current resources to meet his needs and wants in
a responsible and legal manner, as a resultof his underslanding of the human and Material resources
which influence consumer behavior.

t 'CONCEPT

'tesourees

Material

Natiiral

Animal

Mineral

Vegetable.

Human

Skills

Knowledge,

Talents

00 Time

Energy

EcOnomic

-

CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Y.

The consumer can more effectively utilize his own resources in the product decision-
Malting process if he has a knowledge and, understanding of the resources required

4 to produce, sell, use, and service consumer giiods.

The methods by which man organizes himself using his human resources, knowledge,'
skills, talents, time, and energy to change material resources into goods, services, and
income 'A a definition of industrial technology, the body of knowledge of Industrial'
Arts. Therefore,.the primary intent of Industrial Arts is to help the student-consumer
to develop this knowledge.

If a person is aware 9f the many and varied material-resources, which may be utilized
in the production of an item and the differences in the properties of those materials,
he can better determine the type of material that will best fill his needs in a product.
A storage cabinet for record albums may be made of walnut, pine, masonite, card-
board, plastics, or metal. The consumer, with a definite need and a knowledge of the
properties of these materials, can logically decide which will, best suit his needs.

After determining the material and production design that best suits his needs in a
product, the consumer enlist have an understanding of how human re-sources are
used to change that material into his desited item..

A record storage cabinet can be made using various materials in a variety of designs
and by a variety of methods. Its design can be, Modern, Early American, French
Provincial, or Spanish Provincial. It may be custom built, a. kit to be assembled by
the consumer, or it may be mass-produced on a production line., With a knowledge
of industrial processes, the consumer can determine how well skills and talents were
utilized by evaluating metbods of construction; and how effectively knowledge of

,Biaterial properties and industrial processes were used to produce an object to fill his
needs. He may also evaluate whether he has the skill, knowledge, talents, interest,
time, and energy to select the materials and build it himself, to build a kit, or whether
he must buy the completed item.



. 'CONCEPTS

Income

.GENERALIZATIONS:
a

CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

'Another resource"that the consumer must consider when selecting a product is that
of economics. The amount of income the person has and also his potential financial
resources will have a definite impact upon his decision as to what to purchase and
when, to best* meetlis needs and wants.

t'
Individual and family consumer behavior influences, and is influenced by/ the use of human and material re-

-

sources; therefore, the consumer should manage these resources to reach his rccognizesi

Families and individuals place varying degrees of importafice on material and human resources; therefore, the
use of limited -resources and the Substitution of avairable for unavailable resources is sometimes necessary to
increase the effectiveness of meeting consumer ,needs and wants.

5
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

,c,- . a

Resource The tituaent will list the resources required to produce, package, erchandise, use, and service, a product, , m
such as a bicycle. , 1

i t
r a

The student will design and build the prototype of a consumer product; then determine the,human, material, and
. economic resources required to produce, package, merChandige, use, and service that product.

The 5tudent will develop eriteria for the selection of a product which he may be 'planning to purchase, based on
his present resources, and his knowledge of material, hum-an and economic resources. For example if he is planning to
buy a basketball, the cover may be leather, vinyl, or rubber, whichever material Would best suit 11;1 needs. (Use, fs)st,
etc.)

Visit a focal furniture store and compare the construction features of different pieces of furniture. For example;
type of joinery, veneer, wood, p16.stic laminates, clear or painted finishes, drawer slides, dust :shelves, hardware, etc.
Ask the salesman to explain why furniture of different qualities iS displayed. Also, determine the different construction
qualities between less expensive furniture and moderately priced or expensive furniture.

. .

What are the basic differenceS, besides price, between a lower priced color television set and a higher Priced model?
Are the electrical schematics the same (3 'Fs; 2p,000 volts pbwer, non-glarci picture tube, same tuner, etc.)? Are the
cabinet design and cabinet material (hardwood vs metal, or photograiried hardboard) the' biggest differences between
the two models?

o
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CONSUMER ALTERNATIVES

OVERALL OBJECTIVE: The student uses the decision-Ta.king process by analyzing consumer problems and ex-
- . .

. ploring consumer information so that be can make choices to meet his.needs and wants,

( current and futurfovhich will enable him to obtain greater satisfactionfrom;,bis available
resources.

,

RATIONAL

The Unitta.States is probably the only country in the worldiaced with the unique problm of teaching its popu-
.

lation how to select from a plethora , of industrial products. Blessed with the world's most productive industrial and
distribution facitities, we are not faced with the problem of finding out what is available. Rather, we have the problem
of choosing between many alternatives. For ex.aniplc, which automobile is the best value for a family man with a
limited income? Which television set should I select from the 30U different models that are on the market? Should my
family tour the New England area during: our vacation;'-or ,would they get mqt% satisfaction frdrn the money if it were
spent on a baCkyard pool? Decisions such as these are made every" day. &Unfortunately, however, few pebpletge
utilize a structured decision-making process when selecting products or services but depend primarily oii emotion or
desire. In this section on consumer alternatives, you will find a conceptual outline of a decision-making process that can
be used to teach people to become more ethical eqnsumers.

S.

The second part is divided into three sections: housing, transportatioz, and furniture/appliances. From the list of
suggested activities, the Industrial Arts teacher might select one or two topic's for consideration, or he might get
ideas for alternate activities which 'could be developed. As Indus ial Arts teachers, we should be well equipped to
drient students to the selection, use, maintenance, and servicin f consumer goods.

P

Industrial Arts teachers have been teaching consumer education right along as a natural component of our subject
matter. Perhaps this guide will provide a reference to help accomplish this. task more effectively. The need to teach
"Buymanship" to young people is cs.ne of-our responsibilities, and it imperative for Industrial Arts teachers to
assume this task to. help prepare more effective Consumer-citizens.

t .
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DECISION MAKING

OBJECTIVE: The student demonstrates that he can use the decision-making process in making economic decisions
to meet his wants and needs.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION. OF CONCEPTS
.

Decision-making Process

Define Wants and Needs

Analizing Alternatives in
Terms of Goals

V

The student should know what kind of need or want he has when attempting to
, select a product. A listing of different needs includes:

1. Physical need
2. Social need
3. Prestige need
4. Personal goal
5. Happiness
6. Survival

Classifying the .need or want should help in assigning a priority. For example, a
physical need (shelter) should have, a higher priority than a prestige need' (luxury
car),

Analyzing alternatives in terms of goals. requires the answers of three questions.

1. Is the goal the permanent solution to a problem?
° 2. Is the goal a temporary 'solution to a problem ?.

3. Which of the alternatives offer the best solution in terms,f:

A. Base of implementing solution ?
B. Cesst?
C. Feasibility?
D. Satisfaction ?

Select Ohe or Two Altetnaiives
llsing"a process of elimination, the alternatives are narrowed down to one or two
possible choices.
Criteria for either elimination or further consideration should be, based on

1. Will the goal :4e met?
2. Will the solution create new problems? For example, will the decision to buy

new equipment necessitate reModeling or enlargement of the shop?



CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Guide and Control Decisions The student shimld recognize a variety of variables that could operate as guides and .
controls affecting decisions. For example, guides and controls that might affect the
decision regarding the purchase of a new table saw are

1. Cost
2. Maintenance
3. Versatility
4. Resale value
5. Availability
6. Guarantee
7. Set-up costs
8. Additional training for operators
9. Space requirements

The student studies the need for someone to make a decision based on a rational
and logical analysis of a problem and be willing to accept the consequences of a poor
choice,
Sub-concepts that might be considered here are

1. Leadership
2. Long and short range planning
3. Financial responsibility
4. Obligations of managers
5. Possible side.effects that may be the outgrowth of a "decision.
6. The notion that "ultimate authority" must reside somc*ere
7. Why, presidents, supervisors, managers, foremen4Ad others in decision-

making capacities receive relatively high salaries

Evaluate Decision for Further Once a decision has been made, a good decision maker should be able to evaluate h'
References action along several dimensions:

1. Were the goals met?
2. Will further progress naturally follow?
3. Ih my decision-making process an orderly procedure?
4. Do I still have a lot of self-doubt as to whether I made the right decision?
5. Did I take too long to make the decision?
6. Did I make the decision too (pike*?
-7: Should I have had more advice from experts?
8. Do I wish I had my mpney back?

Accept Responsibilities ad
Consequences of Decisiohs

GENERALIZATIONS:

The skillful use of the decision-making process which is influeaed by motives, needs, goals, abilities, habits, situ-
ations, attitudes, and the expected outcome of the alternatives can develop a satisfying life style.

Rational chokes among the consumer alternatives becOme more complex as more goods and services become.

available and more ways of merchandising confront the consumers.

When a consumer evaluates alternative courses of action, he may arrive'at an economic decision which will lead

to results more satisfying than those made without considering alternatives.
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

In a rolelaying situation, the students could be divided into four groups representing a homeowner, renter, con-
, tractor, and a cabinet shop operator. Using the decision-making process, each group Would then decide on the purchase

of a tool suitable for the cutting of wood. The following format may be used:

1. Definition of need

N. Type of cutting to be done
1. 'Commercial
1 Home maintenance
3. Hobby

B. Continuous or temporary use
C. Used by owner or employee
D. Portable or stationary application

2. Analyze alternatives in terms of goals

A. A variety of specialized tools or a general purpose tool
B. Rent a cutting tool
C. Hire someone to do the work and require that he provide his own tools
D. Purchase precut materials

3. Select one or two alternatives

A. Sabre saw vs. circular saw
B. Band saw vs. table saw
C. Back saw vs. dovetail saw
D. Coping saw and handsaw vs. jigsaw
A. Availability of selection

4. Guide ai/d control decision

B. Cost vs. expected ability
C. Guarantee
D. Ease of"maintenance
E. Versatility of tool selected
F. Existing equipment on hand
G. Resale value 4..

-H. Related additional costs (new wiring, new space and safety considerations, storage, etc.)

5. Accept responsibilities and consequences of decision

A. Does this purchase have a high priority?
B. Should I reconsider my alternatives?
C. Will this purchase create other new needs?
D. Will my goals be met?



6. Evaluate decision for future references

A. Were my goals met?
B. Did I act too hastily?
Ct. Am "personally satisfied that I made the right choice'?
D. Do I wish I gad my money back?,

Suggestions for alternate activities to practice the decision-making process follow:

Make a decision regarding the selection of housing (size, design, materials, etc.),

I Equip a horni shop with IiinC1 tools and power equipment.

3. Puichaise a motorcycle, automobile, or bicycle.

4. Select a piece of furniture, e.g., a chest of drawers.

(.7
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FLEXIBLE USE OF MONEY

CIBJECTIVE: The student develops and recognizes the value of a flexible plan for the use of his money when mak-
ing economic decisions among various alternatives.

_ CONCEPTS

Planning ConsiderAions

Resources

Values and Goals

Wants and Needs

CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

'Unexpectcd,Circumstances

Resources refers to all potential or actual sources of income; for example:

1. Wages-salaries
2. Dividends
3. Interest on savings
4. Sale of property
5. Loans
6./Bonuses
7. Inheritances
8. Commissions
9: Part-time employment

Values and goals describe what sticlen3s want to have and achieve. Some examples
are a high school diploma, better clothe, new car, college education, good reputa-
tion, or occupational education.

r
The things ,.a person needs are those things he must have in order to maintain or
improve his present standard of living..

The things a person wants are those things he perceives as having the capacity to
improve his piesent standard of living.

Unexpected circumstances are events that can occur and upset a budget, Their nature
is such that their rate or time of occurrence cannot be accurately predicted. Examples
include:

1. Storm damage
2. Accidents
3. Death expenses
4. Mysterious losses
5. Sickness
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CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Factors Influencing
Purchasing Decisions

Advertising vertising involves the creation of commercial messages conveyed to the consumer,

I. Newspapers, and magazines
2, Billboards
3. Radio
4. Television
5. Mailing of samples

The ways a consumer can discharge his obligation to a seller are varied. Some meth-
ods of paying are:

1. Cash
2. Credit

A. 30-day note
B. bank loan

1 C: mortgage
- 3. Trade

4. Work off debt by exchanging some s,etvice 'for the product

Techniques for Techniques for effective purchasing include those methods of shopping which ter
Effective Purchasing turn the best value for the money spent. For example:

GENERALIZATIONS:

Planned spending hotps the consumer obtain maximum satisfaction frdm the income he has available; however,
when one's income fluctuates he must be more aware of the need for long range planning in order to meet the

1. Sales
2. Buying in season
3. Buying out of season,
4. Stock piling
5. buying "loss leaders"
6. Substitution

A. plastic wrapping for aluminum_foil
B. margarine for blind.
C. vinyl wood grdined hardboard for solid walnut

7. Using a trade-in
8. Buying large volumes

continuing individual and family needs.

41111

What one does with his money depends on how' he interprets his needs and, wants; much difficulty can stem
from discrepancies between what one wants and what one can afford.

Consumers should learn to evaluate advertising statements, labeling information, salesman's claims, and other
factori involved in decision-making as they relate to 'how consumer choices affect gdods and services available,
their ,prices;and the economy.

3 2
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Consumers should learn to exercise basic principles of opportunity costs and make intelligent choices among
goods and services if their objective is to secure maximum utility, health, and satisfaction.

An understanding of housing alternativesbuying or rentinTiii relation to savings, borrowings inflation, taxation,
and insurance provide insights which aid the consumer in his selection of a hOtne.

Banks offer a wider variety 9f services to the public; an understanding of the servic able should result in
greater consumer satisfaction when engaging in financial transactions.

Consumer credit permits-the use of future income to satisfy preient needs and wants; an analysis of credit costs,
both monetary and min-monetary, s'hould result in greater consumer competence in this area.

Credit. is used for emergencies, purchase of goods, and services which would be delayed if cash were needed
and this becoMes an extension of, not a supplement to, income.

Credit is used in differing ways as individuals and families assume various stages in the life cycle; however, mis-
use of credit may bring financial problems to the borrower, the lender, the community, and to the economy.

Meeting health needs and the amount of, expenditures will be determined by consumer choices, attitudes, and
resources and the risk may be shared by various kinds of health insurances which should be selected to best meet
thee family needs.

Wills, trusts, gifts, and other estate plans are ways in which elderly persons may be assisted to implement' the
needs and wishes in later years in order that additional costs and delays might be avoided.
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Have students estimate their present net worth.
2. Have students prepare a budget for a one-month period.
3\ Have students estimate their income for the next 12 months.

4. Have students estimate their disposable income for the next 12 months.
5. Have a graduate who manifests a successful post-high school experience visit the class and lead a discussion about

what he has done since he graduated.
6. Using current magazines (Look, Life, Better Homes and Gardens, Esquire, etc.), the 'students should select several

products they want and need. They should write a short paragraph about each product explaining why they class-
ify it as a "want " 'or a "need."

7. John has always thought of himself as being a good planner. He has saved money from his part-time job' so that
he can enter college upon graduation. John's father has told him that he will help him meet college expenses
above what John himself can afford. John expects to commute the 20-mile round trip in his six-year-old ,car, His
car is paid for. Further, John feels that he can qualify himself for oan academie scholarship by the time he enters
his Junior year of college. Even though his girl friend is not going on to college, she and John intend to be mar-
ried after he graduates. '

A. Has John allowed for all unexpected circumstances?
B. Do you think John has worked out a satisfactory plan?
C. Should John work awhile and save more money before he startscollege?
D. What would you do if you were John?

8. Have students prepare a list (from memory) of any 10 brand names. Make a list on the board of the 10 brands
mentioned most frequently. Discuss possible reasons why these 10 brand names are so well known.

9. Make a list of ''questionable" statements which appear in advertising.Evaluate the. statements to see
'really are saying.

10. Have students compare ads for Ford, Chevrolet, and Plymouth automobiles.
11. Bring copies of purchase agreemeng to class and list the obligations of the buyer and the obligations of the' seller.

12. Study the elements of a valid contract.

/ #

what they

A. verbal
B. written-

13, Invite the manager of a finance company to talk with your class. Have him explain what kind of service his com-
pany offers to consumers.

14. Study the different arrangements available to credit card holders.

A. department stores
B..Master Charge
C. BankAmericard
D. gasoline credit cards

15. Using recent issues of Consumer Reports, have each student make a short,oral report on a different product.

16. View the film: Too Good to be True.
17. Have the students generate a list of products which would be a good buy at the lowest price they are obtainable.

For example, nails, cement block, paper plates, electrical wires, light bulbs, graded lumber, etc.
18. From the yellow pages of the phone book, generate a list of businesses who should be able to offer a lower price

or more competent service because they specialize in a single product,
Paint stores vs. hardware °stores
Gravel pits vs. builder supply stores.
Shoe stores vs. department stores

.
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OBJECTIVE:
.

o -1

FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES

To teach students that furniture and appliances are the "accessories" that make a house function. That
the appropriate selection, use, and maintenance of furniture and appliances can be a source of low-
ered household expenses and an increased standard of living.

CONCEPTS CIARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Selecting Industrial Products
and Services

There are numerous brands and models of appliances and furniture available for the
Appliances consumer to select from The purchase of a particular model television set, for ex-

ample, should be based on, technical information as well as the,cost and appearance
Furniture of the model. Students should learn how to critically select and purchase and use

Industrial Arts products to save money and improve their standard of living as
Using Industrial Products part of their Industrial Arts program. The consumer must learn what responsibilities

and Seririces are assigned to the buyer of a product or service to insure the validation of a product
guarantee. For example, a manufacturer will not honor a guarantee on a portable

Appliances electrical saber saw if it is not maintained periodicallycleaned and lubricated.

Furniture

Maintainink Industrial Products

Appliances

Furniture
.

Servicing Industrial Products

Appliances

Furniture

. Kinds of Appliances
and Furniture

0

Furniture and appliances can be Classified several ways:

1. New vs. used
2. Essential vs. frills
3. Major vs. minor appliances
4. Single function vs. multiple use
5. Indoor vs. outdoor furniture
6. Residential vs. commercial use
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Furnished with several catalogs and a budget, students could .select furniture and appliances for a home.

2. Conduct a mini.course dealing with small appliance repair,

3. As part of A woods course, have students 'Olga and build furniture (custom - production and mass-production),

4, Refinish a piece of furniture that would otherwise be diarded.

5. Discuss what "used" items of furniture and appliances can be safely purchased for a home. How can they be
evaluated and serviced?

6. Using Cotiitsmers Reports magazine, have students make oral reports on furniture and appliance research.

7. Have' an appliance dealer come to class and talk about the various kinds of guarantees, warranties, and s rvi e
agreements Tor home appliances, What are the consUmer's cbligations regarding maintenance during the warranty
period? Identify the seller's or manufacturer's obligation's for servicing a product during the warranty period.

8. Develop comparative buying activities. For example, compare those qualities and characteristics of appliances or
furniture advertised in a mail order catalogue,

9. Discuss the difference in selection criteria used to purchase a portable power saw tube used by a homeowner and
one to be used by a carpenter.

Re-upholster a small piece of furniture or discuss what is involved in upholstering a living room chair and sofa.

11. Visit an agency, such as Goodwill, and observe Workers refinishing and upholstering furniture and rebuilding
appliances.

ry
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HOUSING

OBIECTIVE: The student should learn .that "housing" is a generalization referring to many types of shelter, each

wish its own set of advantages and disadvantages. Further, the student should learn that the en.
lightened consumer looks beyond the physical product. He learns to consider other variables such as:

the community, location, tae base, schools, access to employment, and public services.

col:rcErrs CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Housing

House

Apartment
Buy
Rent
Lease

House trailer

Travel t der

Hotel

Motel/

Room,

Houseboat

Double

Duplex

Twin-single

Selecting

Using

Maintaining

Servicing

Any realty office should le able to provide pictures of each type of sousing. Better
yet, the teacher could photograph examples presently existing in the neighborhood.
(Photographs are good, slides are better.) Differetit kinds of each example could
be presented. For example: Housingranch, split-level, A-frames, Cape Cod, etc.;
Construction materials-,brick, frame, stucco, etc.

.

All students will find it necessary to obtain 'shelter sometime during their livps. In
addition to selecting an apartment or home, the consumer must be able to maintain
And service his reside= tar be -financially able to employ the services of craftsmen
and other experts. If one does not maintain his residential ptoperty, its value will
probably lessen as will the consumer's economic worth and life style.
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES '

I. Arrange classroom visits by
A. Realtor (Home ownership)
13. Builder (Housing trends)
C. Banker (Financing)
D. Owner of rental property (Types ofd a s, costs, security, responsibilities of tenant)

2. Make a community housing survey to deter fnine kinds of housing and future needs.

3. Debate: "Renting is best because the main van= responsibility that Accompanies owning a home offsets the ad-
,

vantages of accumulating. equity."
4. View the film; At Home-2001 (CBS-TV 20th Century Series).

5. In small groups, take trips to mo el homes in a new development. Upon returning, figure the cost of the home
per square foot of `living space.. H ve students compare this with the cost per square foot where they are presently

living.

6. Generate a list of iterns'a potential h me buyer should consider besides the actual dwelling. For example, location, r
k

-tax rate, schools, shopping centers, et

7. Design an apartment community that hould appeal to- young adults: Include such features as recreational areas
(pools, tennis) and social centers (game, room and meeting areas).

8. Discuss the impact of urban renewal upon the inner city resident. Include such questions as: Where do the older

residents go when their homes of 20 or 30 years are demolished for new highways and apartment buildings? Can
they Afford to move to expensive homes or apartments in other parts of the city? What happens to their social life
once they move away from their friends an?, neighbors?
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TRANSPORTATION

1:113JECTIVE: The student should develop information about ;ran. spOrtation as an industry and a consumer activity
.. . .

rather than aila means of personal -conveyance. ,
.. ..

., . ,

.....

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS'

I.. p
/

Public Transportatian-
... -Basically, transportation. is concerned with the movement of people or goods from

: , .
City Buses

,.

,
one location to another. Industrial Arts teachers are concerned with 'teaching stu-
denteiabout the equipment used to-transport people and goods, i.e., how to select

Subways 'appropriate transpoTtation equipment, how to use it, how tb maintain it, and how
to service it. ,

.,,
Intercity Buses

e Al
._

W-iith housing,, definitions a transportation concepts are more easily understood
,

Airlines , if presented aaphically. Use -slides, brochures, actual examples, and movies. (Auto-
biography 'is a good one for automobiles.) Also, kinds of trarportation could be ..

. ,...

Railways classified under several, main headings:

Boats

... Taxicabs

° Intercontinental Rockets

Elevators, Escalators

a Private Transportation.

Walk, Ski, Skate

Bicycle

Motorcycle

Scooter

Automobile

. Gas

Steam

LPG
.

Nuclear

1. Transportationof people
2. Transportation of freight s'z'
3, Recreation

A. Pleasure driving
B. Vacatibn trips

4,, Hobby or professional .
A. Antique car collecting
B. Racing
C. Hill climbing
D. Drag racing.
E. Building custom cars
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CONCEPT'S, , ,CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Airplane

Piston

Turboprop.

pret

Nuclear

SST

Boat

ATV (All Terrain Vehicles).

Transportation'Vehicles

Selecting

,t Using

Maintaining
9

Servicing

e s
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

'1. View the film, Rouge, availabl6"from the Ford Motor Co. (Deals with the manufacture of an autonaobile)

2. Have an automobile salesman visit the class and discuss his role in the transportation industry. Perhaps he could
also diScuss jab opportunities.

au insurance policy, determine the various benefits, protection, obligations, and costs due the policyholder,

4.1'erforrn a minor tune-up on an automobile and compare the costs of parts and service for a 6-cylinder and 8-
', cylinder, and foreign cars and American cars.

5. Hold a preventive maintenance clinic for bicycle owners.

'6. Hold a safe driving "Rodee for students who are licensed drivers. Some activities would include:

A. Parking
. B. Backing

C. Changing a tire
D. troubleshooting
E. Knowledge of laws

7. Using the price advertised by am automobile dealer
car in the garage of a."buyer.

'8. Do some mathematical exercises in computing gas mileage, comparing the differences
driving With driving at a continuous speed on the highway. -

, 9. Figure the total cost Of operating a car for one year (12,000 miles):

A. Cost per mile

as a starting point, figure what it actually costs to put that

B. Co St per passenger

between stop-and-go city

10. Figure the cost per mile for travel from Columbui, Ohio to Los Angeles, California for each of the following:

A. Car
B. Bus
C. train
D. Airplane
E taxicab

11. Invite a person active in the ecology movement to make a presentation regarding transportation alternatives and
pollution. o
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MULTIPLE ROLES
OF THE INDIVIDUAL

441

QJ
SZI

I

Family Me er

Homemaket
Voter

Tax Payer

Borrower

Saver

Buyer

Investor

Worker

Employer

CONSUMER

f
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RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

I

Examine
merchandise for
safety features

Follow.use
and care

instructions

Report
unsafe products

I D

Analyze
Advertiiemeots

Keep informed
about new
products j

Check care
instructions before

buying

Seek 'additional
information if

necessary

014

RIGHT RIGHT
TO TO BE

CHOOSE HEARD

Be selective

Recognize"
income limitations

Be honest
in dealings

Treat
merchandise
with respect

4
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To voice complaints .
and satisfactions

To make
suggestions
for product

improvement

To know where to
go for help

Be informed and
respect existing,

laws and
standards

Be informed of
one's rights

Accept responsibilities
as a voter

Support voluntary
organizations



OLES, RIGHTS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

OVERALL OBJECTIVE:

RATIONALE

The student will recognize the rights and responsibilities of consumers when buying and
using goods and services and will exercise these rights and accept these responsibilities
when assuming his multiple roles.

I

Most Americans accept the ,fact, that our industrialized production system, ,along with our capitalistic economic
system, has not only made our nation. strong and influential, but has also 'provided the average citizen with the highest
standard of living in the world. The individual living in this society, ,usually finds himself taking the role of a pro-
ducer and consumer of industrial goods and services, and as a. citizen.

Or.

Along with the rights, of the consumer-citizen, each individual carries certain responsibilities. Acceptance and,
understanding ot these responsibilities and rights are important contributions to our ,free- wonting economic system
and to our industry-oriented -society The Industrial Artg student can be made nware.of, and learn to apply these
concepts through, the use of laboratory teaching.sittiations.-The study of industrial practices through Industrial Arts
can serve as an excellene vehicle for the teaching of the roles, rights, and responsibilities pfahe consumer-student.

1'
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ROLES, RIGHTS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONSUMERS

IROLES RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

ROLES OF FAMILY MEMBERS

4

CONSUMER I
a

I PRODUCER I CITIZEN

Buyer Worker Individual

Saver Employer Family Member
.4

Borrower Voter

Investor Non-monetary Tex payer

DETERMINER OF PRODUCTION

FOR THE MARKETPLACE

a
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ROLES, RIGHTS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES,,OF CONSUMERS

r

OBJECTIVE:, The student identifies Ale roles of family members as consumers to the extent that he realizes the
consumer is the final determiner of what is produced in the marketplace.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS"

Consumer

Buyer

Saver

Borr wer

InVestor

GENERALIZATIONS:

The 'consumer's vote with his dollar,for, the products and serxices of his choke, is a
major building block of the free enterprise system. However, in order to become a.
buyer, the consumer must often first become a saver, borrower, and/or investor.
Mostobuyers assume all of these roles sometime during their adult life.

The consumer must first acquire his money, usually in the form of wages earned,
and then decide how "he Is going to apportion it. He must then be able to use his
available monetary resources so as to yield the highes,t level of personal, satisfaction.
As an example, is.the student's need of.desire for a bicycle strong enough for him
to purchase an inexpensive stripped model at this time with the resources now avail-
able? Or, should he bank his money and wait until he can save and .earn enough
money to afford a quality machine? A third alternatife would be; the student to
borrow the needed extra money to purchase the well-equipped model or to buy it
using "on time" (installment purchase) payments. As Industrial Arts teachers; we
should be-able to analyze the alternatives (compare different models and= costs) to
help the student-buyer make the best decision. The student-consumer's selection of a
particular brand and model bicycle helps sietermine what products eventually' are
produced and sold.

Our mechanized society demands increasing sophistication on the part cg our con-
sumer-stuOnts. The study of industryits management,_personriel, and production
practicescontributes to development of a more discerning buyer and thus to
the education of a more effective and useful member of the economic system.

Individuals and .families can promote their economic welfare by using their
a

rights and fulfillingonsumer respon-
sibilities in their marketplace. i

,,

4 Most consumers assume the various roles of buyer, saver, borrower, and investor over a period of time', there-, ITfore, Illey should understand the relationship and influences of one upon 'another.



SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

BuyerHave the class collectively decide on the purchase of a' power tool for the home workshop (saber saw,
,

table saw, portable power drill, etc.). Using catalogs or a trip to several sources of supply, preparea listing of the vari-
ous fOols along with prices and specific features. Discuss why prices differ and how price may be\,indicative of qual-
ity. Discuss reasons why the various priced tools are offered in order to meet various consumer needs and demands,
Based upon selected needs, have the students choose one tool over others available.

Differentiate between the need to own a portable electric drill and ones des 0' to own the tool.

SaverThe student should know that there are instances when it is to his advantage to postpone a purchase. Dis-
cuss some reasons why members of the class might wish to delay purchasing the tool selected above. Some reasons
might be: to accumulate (save) money until he can afford a better quality tool adequate to meet needs; to wait ufntil
a sale is offered on the chosen item; or, to purchase other goods or services that rate a higher price (priority or need)
on one's scale of needs, Investigate various ways of saving, and savings institutions such as banks, savings and loan
asurciations, btock markets, or home saving in the "cookie jar.",Do we want our money to be immediately available,
such as in a checking account, or do we Wish it to draw interest in a savings-account? to

BorrowerMost people use credit in one fo'rm Or another. The student should be able to decide when, why, and
from whom money may be bo'rrowed to purhase goOds or ,.services. Discuss why it would sometimes be better to
barrow or buy-on credit rather than delay purchase. An example would be purchasing a tool that is now on sale
using a thirty-day charge, account that requires no interest on the purchase if paid in full within the thirty-day period.
-Have the students find out where money or credit can be obtained, the characteristics of the various lending institu-
tions and sources, and the conditions (interest, co-signer, etc.) of the loan. Would it be better to borrow the necessary
money from a lending institution, or to purchase the tool using the credit plan or installment purchase plan offered
by the seller?

InvestorThe student should be able to discuss the differences and the similarities between investing -and sav-
ing. How can money be invested? (Stocks, bonds, insurance, real estate, mutual funds, etc.) Discuss investment risks
vs. benefits, long term vs. short term, availability of invested funds, and similar topics. Also illustrate how by invest-
ing in industrial stock issues companies have additional funds to develop and produce new and better products and
services for consumers. Thus, the consumer-citizen is actually investing in his future,

N
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IDENTIFYING WITH PRODUCERS

OBJECTIVE: The student identifies and contributes as a producing member of the community.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Producer.

Worker

Employer

Non-monetary

GENERALIZAfl NS:

By °assuming his various roles as a producer;the individual can contribute to the productivity of the economy

and also earn money.

In order to be an effective producer in our society, each individual should understand his various producing roles
as a worker, as an employer, or as a contributor of a non-monetary nature.

6.0

°

The Industrial Arts student, as a result of his activities in the laboratory, identifies
easily with the producer of a product. Each student has already been faced with,
and solved, many of the problems confronted by,other producers in the planning,

,,producing, and servicing of material goods.

Often the student, especially the younger one, is unaware of the complicated relation»
ship between the emplo7r and his ,workers. An excellent vehicle for derlionstration
of this relationship is the creation of a student corporation, complete with compAy
6fficers and a full complement of production workers. This method provides for
concrete experiences whdi lend themselves to identifying and solving labor-mane
agement and related production problems.

The Industrial Arts student becomes involved in non-monetary production when he
is able to satisfactorily complete home repair tasks, whether it is the fixing of a sticky
window sash or the repair of an electrical or mechanical appliance or. tool. As an
example, money is saved when the student ch ges the oil and oil filter, and lubri-
cates the family automobile rather than having services performed at a service

station.

9
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

'WorkerList jobs involved in' producing, distributing, and servicing constructed and manufactured products.

As a result of a 'field trip to a manufacturing, plant or experiences with a simulated production company organ
ized in the Industrial .A.Fts laboratoryMentify jobs necessary to produce, market, and service a selected product.
Identify problems thYt the stun i *worker might be faced with, that relate to his role as a consumer-vorker (get-
ting a job, training, quality c trol, etc.).

Employer The e p oyer mtkst be responsible for the planning, organizing, and controlling of the manufacturing
processes.

Identify the economies inherent in the mass production process as compared to the custom-production of goods.

What. problems might the employer be faced with? Discuss laws affecting monopolies, price fixing, and unfair
practices.

Identify some of 'the responsibilities the employer has as a consumer-employer.

Non-monetaryDiscuss the ways in which a family member functions as a producer in th tott. the stu-
dent list contributions he can Make to his family unit by producing goods and/or services in his home. How can the
technical skills and knowledge developed in Industrial Aits classes be used in the home, and what would be the mone-
tary value of rnairaining and servicing his own products at home (furniture, tools, automobile, house, etc.) ?
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DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL ROLES

OBJECTIVE: The student differentiates among the .roles that individuals assume as citizens and recognizes how
these roles influence himself, his family', and society.'

Citizen

Individual

Family. Member

Voter

Taxpayer

4 The student-consumer is an individual who has, or will have, a variety of roles
.as a citizen to fulfill. As an individual, he makes consumer decisions.on a personal
basis because wants and preference's are a very personal thing. However, even
personal decisions may affect others in the family or in the community., The indi-.
vidual consumer -acting. in' accord with his peers can directly affect a producer's
decision to produce a specific product or service or even swing a political election
or bonilissue ballot. Students are already family members and' will soon join (if
they have not already done to),tbeiranks of the taxpayers and voters. Therefore, they
should be made aware of` the various rights and responsibilities assigned to members
of these social groups, .

The Industrial"Arts student Apuld be familiar with some practices inherent In the
"world of work," having = participated in individual or group-produrced projects.
In a few years,. he will be called upon to supply his own needs and the needs \of
other members of his family. He will help make decisions which affect his ability
to supply these needs by voting on various issues at the polls; As an example, the
consumer- citizen will be asked to approve bond issues related to the construction of
new_schools, water systems, highways: etc. These construction projects will in turn
increase his personal: taxes. These construction projects have an effect on him as an
individual, on his family, and on his neighbors. They will also affect his economic
status and his level of living. As n example, better designed and constructed streets
will provide safety .and' ease of transportation from one location to another. Im-
proved- methods and means of transportation will provide incentives to industry
and business to loCate in the community. Thus, additional means of improving one's -

economic welfare could becOme available not only to the consumer- citizen, but also
to the community in general,

,.- -

GENERALIZATIONS:

The Consumer who exercises his rights and responsibilities can fulfill his roles as a consumer-citizen. 0

A citizen who assumes his various roles as a family nmber, a voter, and a taxpayer will contribute to indi-
vidual and family growth, as well as to the grolth of society. '4

0 80
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The Industrial Arts teacher should consider directing an activity that would contribute to the improvement of the
community: resources. For example, with the cooperatiOn of the local police, a checklist could be developed for a Safe-

ty inspection program for bicycles and/or automobiles. As another example, a community eyesore, such as a vacant
lot, could be cleaned, or the residence of a handicapped person, retired individual, br'citizen of limited financial means
could be serviced (repair defective stairs, plumbing, etc.). Agencies or businesses which could give assistance might

be sought for this pkoject. For instance, a city refuse sanitatiort department could provide a truck for removing
refuse materials from the vacant lot, and a local contractor or building supplier could provide budding materials and
supplies for refurbishing a residence in the community.

An alternate activity would require the Industrial Art; teacher to direct the design and production ora mass.

produced product to be sold. Money raised from this activity might be used to, purchase a braille typewriter or tape
. recording equipment for the public lib'rary, to be used by handicapped persons. Toy's or teaching ajds,may be maul-

faCtured and distributed to a local orphanage or to a school for the mentally retarded.
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COMPARING GOODS AND SERVICES

OBJECTIVE: The student makes informed choices so that he can compare goods and services and select the al-
ternatives which meet his needs.

CONCEPTS

Rtilit to Choose

Responsibility to:

Be Selective

Treat Merchandise with Respect

.
Recognize Income Limitations

Be Honest in Dealings

Do Comparative Shopping

Buy Goods that are
Efficiently Produced

GENERALIZATIONS:

Individual and family encedchoices influence aid are influenced. y market conditions and marketing practices; there-
fore, the consumer should choose the goods and services that meet his needs in order to communicate his desires

0

.*

CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS
4(P

The student, as a consumer in our society, has an opportunity to chooce from a wide
selection of products and services. In order to make a meaningful and intelligent
choice, it is the responsibility of the student-consumer to become infbrmed as to the
relative merits,of a product or a service. The right to choose is specifically economic
in nature, and in the exercising of this right the consumer cases his vote of acceptance
for one product rather than another.

By its very nature, the act of making a choice is an exercise in selectivity. One
prodOct or service must of necessity be chosen over others, hopefully after going
through a , careful and orderly selection process.

The s tudent- consumer has a moral, if not a legal, obligation to carefully handle
merchandise while inspecting it, making sure that it is not left in a less saleable
Condition.

Almost every consu er is.faced with a certain limit on spending occasiOned by his
lever of, income. _The c oration president may have more money to spend than
does one Of his workers, t he still has a limit which he should not prudently ex-
ceed. This limit serves, to ;strict the choice of products or services one may, real-
istically consider.

Just as we expect the seller to be fair and hodest, so must be the consumer-purchaser.
Many millions of dollars are lost each year to shoplifters, This money must becon-
sidered a cost of doing business; as a Lost it is palsed on to the consumer.

Bad checks and fraudulent credit practices are other examples of customer dis-
honesty which add to the cost of doing business.

The wise 'shopper looks around before committing himself. The .more products con-
sider'ed, the wiser the choke.

In most cases, the most, efficiently produced product cyould be the one which is of-
fered to the consumer at a fair price and at an acceptlequality.

to'the producer.
-

With the right to choose, the consumer will influence greater efficiency in the economy and eventually reduce
prices.by being selective, by being a comparative shopper, by recognizing income limitations, and by buying

goods that have been efficiently produced. ba

, 8
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SUGGESTED DARNING ACTIVITIES

. , \ # . .

The industri0 Arts 'teacher should direct the students in--activities which emphasi:ze the consumer's right to be
selective in his Choice of .produits and services; For example, the class can decide on a product which will fulfill a
real or assumed need; such 'as a\ bicycle, automobile, tnotorcycle, or color television 'set. The students can then obtain
information ab8ut various prod from dealers, catalogs,' and other pros otiOnal material. Comments solicited from
the owners of the selected products and copies of test results from consumer 'agencies are also-valuable sources of
informa'tion. Now the.youngsters should be able to form judgments as to the quality arid, value of the competitive
products. Before choosing a color television sett one should have information on a number of manufacturers' sets in-
'eluding prices, sizes, and special features of each The consunier should be certain that he is comparing identical prod-
uct

.
uct features and characteristics when gathering comparative information and cost data Students shouldlake advantage
of every opportunity to gather information about a product during,the ,selection process, And should bast their final

*-selection on the information collected and not on advertising gimmicks. 0

The students should be made to understand their responsibilitids in the area of ethical dealings with merchants.
The reacher° may initiate a discussion on the various aspects of consumer ethics and the possible consequences, of diS-

. honesty. For.instance, sample merchandise damaged' by the browsing customer affects prices for subsequent custom-
ei4,&tidents should be encouraged to talk 'with local merchants of industrial products,' e.g., .h'ousehold appliances,

handling pf gojdsthy customers and employees.

As a prattical exercise in deeisiori making, the students may be given $100 in play money and given assign-

meat, of eqtipping a workshoyWhand tools. Some students should be required to make their selection om a mail
order catalog and otheis should depend upon locarbusinessek. Certain students should b6 asked to give a,presentation

,
before the class Showing what they purOased, and hOw they made their choices: (Pricer quality, total vahie, resources.
used, etc.) <,

tools, and haicfw"are, and determine the.approximate- value` in merchandise that is lost yearly because of theft or mis-

GENiRALIZATIONS,:

Communication and cooperati p among, eimsumer, 'business', and government will result in product improvement
- and business and consumer s`a action.



COMMUNICATING CONSUMER COMPLAINTS

CI

OBJECTIVE: The student communicates to proper sources documented complaints and suigestions of consumer
interest.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

,Right to be

Responsibility to:

Voice Complaints and
Sugg s ions

Make. S ogestionsior Product
and Service Improvement

.

Know Where to Goqo'r Help.

GENERALIZATIONS:

The student should be made aware of his ri ht to register complaints and offer
suggestions, both to the seller and producer of the product as well as to apPrpriate.
consumer grouPs and regulatory agencies.. In this way, the student develops and
protects personal consumer power.

Students Must be 'aware of the methods and techniques that they could use to in-
iorm a business, producer, or contractor of any dissatisfaction with, a product or
service.

Even if no actual complaint is warranted, the student-donsumer should feel free
to, make, suggestions which he believes would improve a product or service. For
example, students could closely inspect and examine a product'such as a bicycle with
a view towards product improvement, e.g., a new safety feature.

The student should be familiar with the various offices and agencies' which are
available to help the consumer. Of prime importance would be Xo first contact the
representative or complaint department of the business in question. Often, this action
alone will the sufficient to rectify any dissatisfaction On the part of the consumer.
Knowing just who to contact at' the company would be of help. Would it be better
to talk to the gireat the credit desk, or directly to the credit manager ?,,

If the consumer is unable to solve his problem by dealing with- the producer or
seller, it may be time to contact the appropriate private or governmental agency.
(Better. Bushiess Bureau, consumer organizations, FDA, ICC, etc,)-

The individual is obligated to take in interest in-and resp,oftsibility for being an informed consumer-.citizen
he desires to improve and protect personal consumer power and the economic system...

Public interest and cooperation are necessary for promotion and enforcement of laws which protect the con-.

sumer.



SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Have a department store complain; department ad attend class to discuss customer complaints about igoods and
services which. relate to Industrial Arts.

Have this-management person discuss with the cla s what recourse the customer has beyond the store's complaint
department. To whorr does one write, phone, or visit f he is not satisfied with a major appliance?

Have an appliance salesman or repairman show.the class what things go wrong with appliances and why. How
available are service and parts for 'softie appliahcei? Why?

.)
Have several students make a class presentation telling why these products and/or services need improverbent.

Identify how they as individuals would go about making these Improvements. Would the product need re-design?
Identify ways and techniques an individual could use to recommend these 'chdriges to a company. Discuss whether
an individual and/or consumer group have the right and/or responsibility to complain to the manufactufer and rec-
ommend ,product changes.

-a
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IDENTIFYING SAFETY FACTORS

OBJECTIVE; The student identifies quality, of goods and services that endanger life or safety and demonstrates
his ability to select and use products that are based on safety features.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Right to Safety

Responsibility to:

Examine Merchandise for Safety

Follow Use and Care Directions

Report Unsafe Products

Study Safety Rating of
Products from Reliable Sources

GENERALIZATIONS;

The student should feel free to expect that manufactured or constructed products
are of no claitger to life or safety if used consistentassording to accepted practices.
For example, a table saw can be dangerous if not used properly, but we would not
expect the blade to fly off, thus creating an unexpected hazard. Nevertheless, the
consumer should be informed about the safe use and c re 'of industrial goods to
insure his personal safety and that Of others.

Many unsafe features or defects in a product can be asce tained prior to use by a
thorough examination of the item. The emphasis on safety in the schoOl- shop
should make the Industrial Arts student aware, of their possible existence and better
able to discbver dangerous flaws in manufactured items.

It' is only conlon sense to follow instructions when using a product, but many
unsafe conditions are allowed to develop through neglect and lack of care. For
example: the dull saw blade will kickback a piece of wood, or frayed insulatiOn
will cause a machine to become electrically alive, producing. a' severe shock to the
unsuspecting student or ;worker:

It is the student's responsibility to report unsafe products or services. Certainly, very
few businesses wish to continue offering an unsafe product to the consumer and
most are anxious to have safety defects pointed out to diem.

'Constiners:Union of U.S., Inc.; Consumers Research; Inc.; and Underwriter's Lab-
oratories regularly,test products and publish the results. Safety is always an important
factor in these tests. On an electrical device, the "UL" label will appear if it passes
the safety tests of the insurance undetOriters: These .services can usually be relied
upon to. give an accurate, unbiased report on the safety of d product. It makes very
good sense to take advantage of p?ofessional testing 'agencies as the consumer is al-

. most never equipped to make some of the necessary techniCal tests on his ,own.

If individuals, businesses, and manufacturers share in the .responsibilities for providing safe goods and services, the
bealth and satisfaction of the members of society will be enhanced.

If the consumer will take the responsibility for ekamining products for safety features, follow use and care. in .

structions and report unsafe products to the proper source, safety standards and increased consumer satisfaction'
may.result.,,

o
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Invite a federal and/or state safety inspector to discuss safety practices in Industrial Arts laboratories.

Have students work in groups to assemble something from a kit using the enclosed instructions. Have students
evaluate the directions for -completeness, accuracy, safety, etc.

Invite a safety expert from a local manufacturing plant to discuss plant ,safety regulations regarding such factors
as clothing, work procedures, length of one's hair, etc.

Obtain issues of Consumer's Digest and/or Consumers Reports and have students report on the unsafe character.
istics of household appliances.

Discuss the role that Underwriter's Laboratories (UL) assumes in testing products befordlaincl after they are avail-
able to the consumer: .

. Have students read and report on Ralph Nader's Unsafe at Any Speed, and discuss how this book actually
stopped production of an automobile considered to be unsafe.

8"
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CONSUMER INFORMATION

OBJECTIVEy The student analyzes and uses information published by agencies and business when making con-
sumer decisio4i.

CONCEPTS CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Right to be Informed

Responsibility to:

Analyze Advertisements

Keep Informed About
New Products

Check Care Instructions
Before Buying

Seek Additional Information
If Needed

a

The student-consumer may receive his initial knowledge of a product or lervice
through adVertising, word of mouth, or personal observation. Additional informa-
don is available from labels, instruction boolis, and consumers' agencies. In order
to make an intelligent choice and, exercise his vote in the marketplace accordingly,
it is imperative that the consumer be fully informed as to the relative merits of a'
product or service in question.

The student is bombarded with an unending barrage of advertising on radio and
television, billboards, and in the newspapers and magazines, In order to be fully
informed, the consumer must be aware of advertising, yet be discriminating in its
acceptance. The student should" be taught to look beyond the catch' phrases and
bright colors of an ad,

New products are constantly appearing on the market, This is desirable, for it gives
the consumer added freedom of choice and an opportunity for new, better and, per-
haps, less expensive products,

Not only might it be an unsafe practice, but the consumer takes a risk of damage
or shortened service life when he fails to heed instructions. If instructions are read
and understood before purchase, the ,consumer is more likely to treat his new item
properly. In addition, it may be' discovered that the product may be an unwise
purchase. For example, the purchaser may be unable or unwilling to provide the
necessary service or perhaps a proper electrical service or power is not available
to operate the device.

Questions will often arise which cannot be answered in the manufacturer's literature
or instructions. Most companies are very willing to reply to inquiries 4 this nature,
A wise consumer will attempt to obtain additiona information regarding. the use
and maintenance of a product When the need arises rather than cto guess what
precautions or services should be performed.

,) GENERALIZATIONS:
d

If the consumer,utilizes agencies and organizations, both public dnd private, he on obtain information which
will aid him in making informed decisions.

If informed citizens support and cooperate with government and private agencies, the quality of goods and
services could be improVed.

t,
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

-
Discuss various methods.of acquirinm information about a product, such as'critichlly 'reviewing advertising, using

\ instruction booklets and reading labels; and obtaining 5talements from owners of the prodUct, and reports from con-
sumer.agencies and consumer-oriented- magazines: Have the class discuss the reliability of these information sources.

The students may bring to class a number of advertisements for several' different automobiles and then compare
the "information and manufacturers' claim.; with testing reports from 1,..consurrier agency or automotive magazine:"
blow does the informatibb in the advertisements differ from information app. caring in the consumer report? Do
the Manufacturers omit any iMpoitant inforMation froM their advertisements?

Make a list of magazines, consumer agencies, governmental agencies;'ind trade associations which publish infor.
mation on consumer products. For example, some of the popular magazines read by persons who enjoy working with
toold and mechanical jtems regUlarly contain information on new products in the automotiveliome repair, or home
workshopi area's.

Discuss how labels and instruction booklets may be used to supply information which can be utilized both before
and after *making a purchase. Forinstance, if the libel reveal, that an appliance, operates on 220 volts and the. prOs-

,

pectiye purchaser has 110 volts electrical service in his home, he obviously would not select this particular item un-
less he plans to rewire his home.

The students should be made aware of the information booklets offered by the large retail usinesses. These are

very helpful in selecting furniture, appliances, tools, and clothing. Also, students should review the product infor-
mation contained in catalogues and determine which information (including photographs and written descriptions)
can be useful in comparing and selecting products.

0
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CONSUMER ASSISTANCE

4.

OBJECTIVE: The student identifies and uses the aid and protection offered, the con
- _ and independent organizations.

O

er by business, government,

CONCEPTS. CLARIFICATION' OF.CONCEPTS

Right to be Protected

Responsibility to:

Be Infornmd and Respect
Existing Laws and Standards

Be Informed of One's Rights

GENERALIZATIONS:

The consumer is often ill-equipped to cope with cases of fraud, deception, and other
unfair business practices.. Therefore, lie must be made aware of the various groups
and agencies which specialize in consumer protection:.

Respect for law is basic to the American free enterprise system.-Not only must the
producer adhere to standards and laws, but the student as a consumer has an obliga-
tion to know and ,respect the rules applicable to producer-consumer/ relationships.
For example, the Industrial Artostudent is familiar with various manufacturing
processes, some of which contribute to the pollution of our air and water resources;
if not an illegal act, at least an anti-social one. The student should be aware of
steps which may be taken, both by the producer and by the consumer, to lessen the
'pollution of the environment by individuals or industries.

The consumer can better provide/for self-prbtection if le accepts his responsibility as a voter -and understands
'his rights to be assured of satisfactory quality and service.

Individuals, groups, and families as consumers are protected by federal, state and local laws from hazardous and
ineffective goods and services, fraudulent information and unsatisfactory quality; therefore, the consumer has a
responsibility to encourage legislation and support these laws.

tao
.
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Ha Ve a representative of one of the automotive manufacturers visit the class to explain. and discuss the steps they
are" taking to control excessive automobile eIzhaust emissions. DiCCUSf.1 the advantages -(cleaner air) vs, the disadvan..
tages (highw costs and less efficient operation) of the newer pollution control devices. The student should note that
certain lawi's will govern and control =Jima emission standards. Are these laws necessary, or do they impose an
unreasonable burden on the automobile manufacturers?

Have the stuants list and discuss othel laws and standards which are designed to protect the Consumer. Are
these laws necessary? For example, must we have "truth in lending" laws, or should we concentrate on developing
an informed public, obviating the necessity for such laws?

Under the .direction of the Industrial Arts teacher, compile a list of consumer protective agencies. Using facilities
available at the school (graphic arts laboratory or duplicating facilities), reproduce the list for distribution to other
studerits.

Have the students identify consumer - oriented- ublic issues. Often,,such issues are brougVbef re ity councils
or county, commissioners for open discussion. Visit one of these meetings co that the class May sec how these pro. 47

posals are handled by our local, governing agencies. An additional activity would be to invite a local community poli-
tician or leader and have the class present recommendations supporting consumer legislation or improved consumer
practices.
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OVERALL OBJECII1VE:

RATIONALE

A person who is very knowledgeable about the yarious.social agencies providing services, prOteetion, and financial
resources that exist in the community where he resides, is in a position to make intelligent decisions which should
enrich his home ,life, his manner at income procurement, and his.Participation in '&upinunity activities. The mere fact
that he lives in a particular community should give a person .a vested interest in up-grading existing community ,

sources and lending his support and influence.to develop' new, resources that would makevthe community a !niter.
place to live. The Industrial Arts teacher isencourarted to determine how well the follbwhig suggested guidelines
may be adapted to fit his particular situation And, neeessary, develop additional materials and activities suitable. to
his own particular situation.

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

The student is knowledgeable about community resources and identiOs those which can
supplement an individual's income or satisfactions and those which can contribute to his
protection, his rights, and his environment to the extent that he can make use of or assist
in the activities involved in these services when necessary or desirable.
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SUI"FLEMENTAL INCOME

a

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

,

SATISFACTIONS

Business Otganizations

-- Service Clubs-

Religiods Organizationa

Recreation Facilities

STATE

1.7nempl4yment *.
G orh pens ation

4. -

Workmen's Com pen-
{41

Welfarei

NATIONAL

Business and Profession 1
Organizations

Ot her

06 .

.0

- Social s'ecUrity
4

-Govt. ,Agencies

Voluntary Ageno

Other
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IDENTIFYING 'COMMUNITY. RESOURCES
4.

4 41 /'. ,

OBJECTIVE: The student should become knowledgeable about eonununitydisources and,..he
which can supplement an individual's income or satisractioni when necessa

ble to identify those
/or desirable.

CONCEPTS

Governmental, Religious,
Educational, and
Industrial Resources

Work

a

Recreation''

" e

Dibusing

CLARIFICA ON OF CONCEPTS

There are numerous agencies in the community which 'provide resources t supple-
meiitlay individdal's income and provide satisfaction of many of his goals a- d. needs

° as a consurnerlitizen. The related areas of study that might be appropriate for
students of Industrial Arts- are work,recreatiOn, housing, and transportation. Insti-
tutions providing assistance in helping citizens to attain their resources and goals
are governmental, educational, industrial (private sector) and religious associations
or agencies..

Governmental agencies provide employment and economic resources in priniarily
two ways: as employers of workers in civil agencies'such- as consumer, protection
staff, weights and measures-inspedfors, elected Official's, and 'through the CiYil Service
CoMmission; and. secondly, by ;making financial resources available for 'projects
managed by'otber agencies or iiithistries, such as the-SST (Stipersoqic Tratisliort).
project and medical -research-, lIndustryprovides work in the manufacture and ,000-
structi9n. of c6nsurifier gun& and services. Educational institutions .provide jobs for

. - teachers, secretaries, libra;ia 5,- janitors, bus, duvets,. teacher aides, and other persons
e

a- .: b. who service schools: Wo provided for, clergy, janitors, secretaries, and social
. workers by religious instii dons'

. Governmental agencies provide swimrnin pools and Alf' courses; national, state, and
a.

city parks; and sponsor stimmer youth "programs.,,and senior citizen cen ters for recrea-r;
tional purposes. Industry sponsors bowling, softball, and golf leagues; and in some.'
cases,; company-owned. recreation

A4

Educational programs offered _by lOcal schools inclu'de 'tee niCat subjects, summer;;;?
athletic programs; and ...student ext 1- icurricblar activities, e.g., sports, band, and.
drama, which provide oppOrthnities or affirm:Linty. participation. in many corn:
munities, the chinch is a major provider I recreational activities by sponsoring .'

'youth organizatiohs, Boy. Scout and Girl Scout troops, .church camps, and service
orpanizations. ..

The government. provides hOusing for .emplciyees either directly; fOr example the
military, or indirectly by 'providing finanthariesources for building, loans of rent
subsidies. The consumer is also affected by zoning laws, fair housing laws, building

/ inspection, and other regulatory factors administered bygoyerninent agencies: In =,
dustry's main input to ho9gind is in design, constructicin, maintenance' and repair:
of structures,. and the manufaatie and servicing of related goods and products used
by consumers. The primary egcational resource is to pro.1de infoinatIon to aid
people in selecting, maintfining;and servicing homes.
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Transportation

0

GENERALIZATIONS:

CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

Government highway departments are responsible for purchasing right-of-way prop-
arty, constructing', maintaining, and repairing of highways. There ,ire also govern-
ment agencies which control interstate and intrastate commerce and air travel. Ivkss
transportation is sponsored by city 'governments and private industry;",and money
is Often available by the federal government to' ;subsidize transportatiOn industries
and for the development of new forms of mass transportation.

Industry's function is the production, maintenance, find repfr of vehicles of trans--
portation4 manufacture of trains, airplanes, buses and automobiles; dealers, service j

car`washes, bUs lines, railroads., and airlines, Some scbool systems provide
transportation for students by school bus;, but the most important contribution Of the
school to die area 'of transportation is to provide knowledge about how to select
and wisely use various transportation systems. Students can learn how- to sdlect,

purchase, use, maintain, and service transportation vehicles as part of their adustrial
°arts instruction. Also, they can learn some of the basic, practices necessary t(? con-

struct and service rOads-' curb;' driveways, and airitrips.

Income can be supplemented -by public or private community sources; therefore, if one knows what resources
.:. are available, how to identify the ones which will best meet his needs or wants, and how' to use these most et-

festively, he can supplement his income or increase his satisfactions.
... ...

Community resources do not always provide act gal Money; dterefore, goods and services offered by public and
0- Private sources may he considered as a supplement to income. .

Income, monetary and psychic, niay be supplemented by public and private organizationg whose services are pro-
vided by social (taxes), contributions in. private investments to, meet needs or wants of various persons ih our
society; therefore, the identiffcation of theses services may more efficiently be matched with thtse needs and w ants.

, .
NumerOus-goodsand services are. provided by contribtitions to civil, civic, religious, or various interest grdups

mto meet specific needs a,nd-to enhance the general welfare of a community.to

e.

a;
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Government Resources ,

1: Fill out a government employment application and simulate job interviews.
".1

2. Discuss'the impact o gOvernment spending upon research, development, and one's way of 1.447
.1

O

SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

a-pelson (rout a governmental agency discuss, government jobs:

4. Have a "clean-up" day at a city p9rk.

5. Design, build, and erect a piece of playground equipment using donated materials.

6. Plan the recreational needs for a City.

7. Inspect own home using city, building code as a guide. 0

8. Inspect-curbs and sidewalks that need repairmake recomviendations to the homeowners and City Council, V.then
'appropriate.

*9. Examine FHA housing'standards.

10. Have a county engineer visit the. dais and talk On:
A. Rbadnaintenance,
B. Right=of-way procurement

11. Build, a model of a modern freeway.

12: Do destructiviPtests on various road and bridge huilding materials.

Education Resources

1. Have a counselor orient students to educational and, occupaiOnai programs offered by the school syste

-.2. Survey recent.graduates as to what kind of work or schooling they are pursuing.

BUild toys for a nursery class or kindergarten.

4. Repair athletic equipment 'used in recreation programs.

5. Teach a unit in house construction.

6. Design and lay out a mock driver's examination course.

7.Build pole sets for practice parking.

8. Do a"community traffic survey--;-identify dangeruus intersectimi,

9. Identify jobs availabliin the ciirrimunit-y.- ,'
10. Study the selection, use, aid repair of furniture and appliances commonly used in homes.

.

11. Perform a safety testof appliances used in the home.

A
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Industry

I. Field triPito local 1dustty,/
.0 . ..

2. Class visit with a peksonrxelisupervisor from local industiieS:to discuss.the impact okthe company on local employ-
ment, cornmun)ty taxation' etc. -

i / . . .

tax.structiga of a .community; hir .example, corporate.faxes.vs.individual taxes.

a

4. Visit-a-constructipp site, attcl Aetermine ,what,thatcrialivercr-purthasetlAactity. -and what materials, 1xad-tt3- be-
brought in from outside, tfie community.

5 Survey the:trablportation needs of the cbmmunity,

dent than publically operatecibus lines."6. Debate: "Privat o ited bus lines are morco,effi

7. DiscuSs the impAct of new space age materials and products being developed and sdld by industry ,44pcin people
and their way* of

:

Religious

1. identify those piofessiOpal services provided to people in the community by religickus agencies that, directly-affect
one's' income. For example, how many people in the community are dependent upon the church for employment?

2 What assfstance doe the chuich provide for. educational or occupationk guidance and testing and employment
counseling?

a



1 PROTECTIVE

.PROTECTIVE SERVICES
I

INDIVIDUAL

I

LO.CAL.

Fire,

Police
Health

Better Businese Bureau

-Local Businesses

COnsumer Oranizatipns

Other

I

STATE

'Health

aommerae,

Agriculture

D

Highways :arid
Transportation,

National Ressources

Tndustrial Relations

Consumer Organzation's

--Prof4sional Organizations
iY

Legal Aide

-a-Financial Institutions

Chambers of .Commerce

--,Other 1

NATIONAL

Consumer Agencies

Cabinet Depts.

Private Agencies

Other

i
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PROTEaTIVE AGENCIES

OBJECTIVEs. The student identifies the protective agellkits which can contribute to his protection, fiis rights, and
lasenvironment, enabling hint to-knowIedgetle about the serviLesio the extent-that he -cat mukt-

use of or Assist in the activities involved in these services.

.

(:OI'CEPTSr CLARIFICATION OF COINCE1/4P,TS

at The Industrial' Arts program is an appropriate place in the school where students
a can study. about the numerous public and private agencies which provide servic s

Me Department which help to protect him as a consumer. For example:
1 Where does a person go if he feels he has-not beep treated fairly by an auto

mobije dealer? .Police Department

County Healthpepartment

Better Business Bureau

. ConsUmer Organizations

Local Business

. State

MentaI.Health

Depahment.of Commerce

Public Utilities Commission

Department of Agriculture

Highway Department

Consumer Org,anizations..

Charriber of CommerCe

Legal Aid

1.

2.. Where does a person go.with a complaint about the inadequate serviced pro
vided by a contractor or service repairman?

3. What rights' and responsibilities does "i5e consumeAr-citizen have'when he ob-
serves waste materials being dispelled )by indristryintpublic water and air?

. What does one do when he sees 'a local contractor leave refuse and excessive
building materials arotInd a construction site?

The Industrial Arts teacher can sho'w the direct application. of the recyclitig process
through the utilization of scrap materials to produce useful 'products. He can also
help the student identify those local, state, and national agencies which a citizen

.. on contact when he feels his rights as a consumer have been abridged. Some ex-
amples of agencies and representative problems

1. The State Industrial Conimission may be contacted when it is felt that unsafe
conditions are present in a'local factory or on a construction site.

2. The Department of Transportation (DOT) may be contacted to collect and
assess information about the design and manufacture of automobile tires so
that one may make an adequate, of numerous brands, styles, and
models of tires available from the various manufacturers. The. DOT can also
provide information about the responsibilities manufacturers have regarding
the question Of workmanship, materials, and industrial standards. .

r.

1

It is quite apparent that the IndustrialiArts teacher can develop laboratory activities
whit& will show the direct applicatio4 or, utilization of the various agencies, both
private and governmental, which can provide assistance in handling questions and
claims regarding the citizen's rights as a consumer as well as the maintenance of his
natural environment. 7 a

1 0
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National

Conamer Agencies

Department of Agriculture

Department of Commerce

HealthrExhcation, and Welfare

Red Cross

'''Department of Transportation

GENERALIZATIONS:

As snore and more people live together, the individual's protection becomes a responsibility which is assumq by

public and private sources, offering services to theindividual and aiding him ,to have better living conditions.;

. therefore, an understanding of these sources maltes possible better and continuing protection for all

There are many protective services offered by agencies on the local, state, and national level and an awareness

of these will help an- individual' or family choose and make usegrif these ,services in order to better provide pro-

tection for himself and his family.

Trade and professional organizations in their self-regulation, standardization, and general operation policies pro-

tect consumers as well as tip integrity of their reason for existence; therefore, encouragement, knowledge, and use ,

of these services may protect as well as assure certain standards of quality and service when, consumers are served

by these producers.
,

' 4
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SUGGESTED. LEARNING ACTIVITIES

0
- .Q. . . 0

Prepare a list of protective agencies that are available locally, statewide, and on a national basis, List#the private
and public agencies in the local community from whom service may be obtained 'regarding the consumer's use, Of

. goeds and cervices. ,

,Visit local manufacturing t and obtain_ scrap materials...Then have -the .students -design. a product- which
could be manufactured utilizing these scrap Materials. As an example, the Industrial Arts woods teacher could obtain
scrap wood and drop-oils from a local lumber yard or min and use these materials to mass-produce a small, useful
product that the students could take home to' their mothers, such as a cutting board.'

Determine if the parents of any members of the class Have experienced dissatisfaction with an automobile, or
the service received from an auto dealer. Have the students determine the strategy they would follow to obtain re-
dress of their grievance, An example would be identify the most appropriate consumer agencies; including names
and addresses of contact persons, and write letters describing the complaint and requesting assistarice. A second part
of the problem could be to deirelop an alternate strategy to resolve, the consumer's problem if satisfaction was not
initially received. The first person one might contact would be the salesman.-from whom the .auto was purchased.
If this approach would not satisfy the consumer's problem, he could then go to the dealer sales manager or dealer
owner and then on to the roanufa4urer himself. As a last resort (or earlier if judged necessary), one could'go to a
,eonsumer protection ageticy or attorney for satisfaction of the problem.

O
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4..

RESOURCE TEACHING MATERIALS AND AGENCIES
4

Perhaps you are already familiar with many of thefesource materials listed in this section. Experienced Indus-
trial Arts teachers have learned to eliminate instructional materials that appear to be sales promotion goods or "orna-
mental deadwood.". The committee has reviewed a large mllection of software and listed only those, Materials that

--were--thought.to-be-of-valug when- teaching--consunitr-edueation- to-Injustrial 'Arts students, Because- many -of. the le=
count are appropriate to euh of the six major units in this Guide, listing them after each unit would be repetitious;
Therefore, one lists on resources was compiled.

A cursory review of the material will identify a number of references that are of particular interest to the teach-
er. These references will not only improve his own knowledge of consumer practices) but that of the student as well.
Many of the periodicals are readily available at local newsstands and bookshops; rhost,bOoks and periodicals should
also be available at the school library or community public library. The Industrial Arts teacher may with to subscribe
to a number of the periodicals and purchase selected books and audio-visual materials. School libraries usually have
financial resources budgeted for these purchases, Also, additional funds for the purcbase of special reference materials
de sometimes available from local. administrators.

A listing of agencies that can provide materials and information regarding consumer education is also included
for your use to supplement those operating in your local community. It is recommended that the Industrial Arts teach-

' er also rev w the general guide, Consumer Education Curriculum Guidelines for Ohio, Grades K-12,.for supplernen-
.

tal references nd resources.

1
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PERIODICALS

. BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS. Published monthly by Meredith Corporation, 1716 Locust\ Street, Des Moines,
Iowa 50303. Called "the idea magazine for better homes and families," Contains hints on spending, saving, building
household items, etc. Subscription, $4,00 yearly or available at newstand.

.../.
CHANGING TIMES. Kiplinger Magazine, 1729 I-I Street N.W, Washington, D.C.

CONSUMER BULLETIN. Consumer s Wawa, Inc., Washington, New Jersey.
CONSUMERS DIGEST. 6316 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645. Published monthly, includes a once-a-year Price

Buying Directory:..and price reference service. Subscription KM a iieir.

CONSUMERS REPORT. Consumer's Union of the United States Inc., Mt... New York 10550. Published Monthly,Vernon,.
$8.00 yearly subscription. 4,

. COUNCIL ON. CONSUMER INFORMATION NEWSLETTER. Membership in the Coubcil on Consumer Information
necessary to receive this 15 Gwynn Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201.

.-a EVERYBODY'S MONEY. Credit Union National Association, Box 43, Madison, Wisconsin 53701.

FAMILY CIRCLE. Published monthly, available for 25 cents at supermarkets, Money-saving ideas, particularly regarding food
and household fnulet. ....00,

,)t FAMILY HANDYMAN. Published monthly, available at'. newstands. Gardening ideas, "new i lroducts for old problems::
and several other re te features _helpful to the "do-it-yourself" person'. . -

FINANCE FACTS: Educational Service Division of National Codumer Finance Association, 1000. Sixteenth St. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. / .

vi, ,fi

FORUM. Educational Relations Department, J. C. 'Pear:ley Co, 1391 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10019.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND VOCATIONAL, tpucATIoN, Publish4 Monthly by CCM Professional Magazines Inc.,
22 .7(V. Putnam Ayenue, Greenvich, Conn. 06930; $5.59 yearly. Inclinles teaching aids and reader inquiry. service.

c,

., JOURNAL OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS. Received with membrship in the Council on Consumer Information.
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN VOCATIONAL-ASSOCIATION. AVA Inc., 1510 H Street NW.; Washington D.C.

20005. Published monthly September through May November subsgiptions are $4.00 p'ep: year. Includes reader inquiry
service.

ll

MECHANICS ILLUSTRATED. Published monthly, available at newstands. Includes features on autos, recreation, your
home, general consumer information, and new products: °

MAN, SOCIETY, AND TECHNOLOGY. Published eight times during the school year; distributed to members of the
American Industrial Arts Association as its official publication. Membership dues are $15.00 a year. Send application to
AIAA, 1201 Sixteenth Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036., Includes tesearcher's index:advertiser's index, and

i media review,-
.,,

POPULAR MECHANICS. Available at newstands and public library, features information on /shop and crafts, electronici,
home and yarkinventions.

POPULAR SCIENCE. Available at newsstand;_ and library, includes auto care,' recreation information, and "What's NeW
Digest," .

SCHOOL SHOP--.:INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION. Published monthly September through June by School
Shop, P.O. Box 1929, Clinton, Iowa 52732. $5.00 per year, includes shop talk, news 'from industry, and reader inquiry
service. .

SCIENCE AND MECHANICS.'
'WALL STREET JOURNAL.
WORKBENCH, Includes

e
reader service department, home improvement ideas, shop talk, and refinishing tips.

Includes reader service department, home improVement ideas, shop talk, and, refinishing tips.
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PAMPHLETS AND BOOKLETS

* /
Better Business Bureau "Corrilumer's Buying Guide." .

.
Baler Business Bureau. "What Are They Teaching Tomorrow's Consurners?" Chrysler Wading, New -York '10017.

°- Better BUsiness-EurZati -of Cleveland'.-"Bait Ada-that-Hook-You? $$$-:"- ' --- -- - ''''''''-`-'-`'

Better Business Bureau of Cleveland. "They Can't Get it for You Wholesale."
CUMA Cooperative Supply. "'Consumer Facts Leaflets" P.O. Box 431, 1617 Sherman Avenue,, Madison, Wisconsin' 53701.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. "Low Income Life Styles."

Group Leader's Guide. Consumer Education Series. Givens and Co., Boston, Mass,

Herrmann, Robert O. ":11e Consumer Movement in Historical Perspective." Dept. of Agliculture,Pennsylvania State Univer-
shy, University Park, Pa. 16801 (free).

"Flow to be a Better Shopper" The Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 3003 E. Kemper Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45241:

Institute of Life Insurance, "A.Date with the Future." 177 Park Avenue; New York, New York 10017.

Magazine Publishers Associdtion. "Freedom of Choice." 575 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10022.

Money Management Institute, Household Finance Corporation. "Your Guide for Teaching Money Management" Prudential
Plaia, Chicago, Illinois 60601.

Money Management Institute, Household Finance Corporation. "Your Savings and 0-Investment Dollar." Prudential Plaza,
Chicago.

Money Management Inititute, Household:Finance Corporation. "Your Shopping Dollar." Prudential Plaza, Chicago.
"Myths of the Matket Place: 1967. Advertising Waffles' of New York, Suite 570, Hotel Commodore, New York 10017

° (free).
National COnsumer Finance Ass'n. "Tea-cher Kit: A One-Week Teaching Unit on Consumer Finance." 1000 161h St., N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20036.

"Consumer Credit and You: The 'Consumer. Finance Story."
National Consumer Finance Association. "Money and, Your Marriage." 1000 16th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Ohio IZr Ass'n. "The Law and You".
"Points to Remember Whenyou Buy a Home"
"Read Before Yt;u1Sign"

4 "When You Buy.on-Time"
33 West 11th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43201..

President's Council on Consumer Intereits.`"Suggested Guidelines for Consumer Education, Grades K-12." Superintendent of
Documents,. Washington, 'D.C. 20402, 1970 (650.

Stewart, Maxwell.and Helen Duffy. "What Inflation and Tight. Money. Mean to You." Public Affairs Pamphlet, 384 Park
Avenue, New York 10016 (25¢) '

r I

Sturdivant, Frederick D. "Better Deal, for Ghetto Shoppers. " Mirtiard-Business Repicev. Reprint Service, Soldiers Field, Boston;
Massachusetti 02163 ($1,00)

Superintendent of Documents.. "Consumer Buying IndicatOrs" (
"Constuner Information PriceList"
"Family Food Budgeting"
"Learning for Earning: New Opportunities for Paycheck EduCation"
"Low Income Tedching Kit"
"Trading Stamps and Their Impact on.Food Prices"

U.S: Government Princiiii Office, Washington, b.c. 20402 ct:t.

LVffice of Education. "That.for Which We Save and Spend."
University of Tennessee.'"When-You Buy Furniture."
Publication 448 of Agricultural Extensron Service, -Cumberland Avenue S.W., Knoxvitl'eT'Tenn. 37916.
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AUDIOVISUAL AIDS

Filing, Filmstrips, Slides

"On Guard--Bunco!". AimcgInstructinnal Media Services, Inc., P.O. Box 1010, Hollywood, Califs rnia 9004._

"The Poor Pay More." National Educational Television, Indiana University AudioVisual Center, BlooMington, Indiana
47401.

"Smart Spending." Olcott Forward; Inc., Hartsdale, New York.

FILM COMPANIES AND SOURCES

Association Films, Inc., 600 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. .

Board of Gove'inors of the Federal Reserve System. Publications Service, DMskin of Administrative 'Services WashingtoM
D.. 20551:

Changing Times Education Service. 1729 H St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 2006.
Coronet Films. 65 East South Water Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601.

Educational Service Bureau. Dow Jones and Co., P.O. Box 300, Princeton, Nut-Jersey 8540.

Grolier Educational Corp. 845 Third Avenue, New York,, N.Y. 10022.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc. 3 East 54th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022.

J. C. Penney Company, Local Store managers.

Sears Roebuc'ft and CO. Consumer Information Serykes,DePt. 703 Public Relations, 303 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois
60611.

Sterling Movies U.S.A. Booking Office. 43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023. 63

U.S. Dept. of .Agriculture. Office of Information, Washington, D.C. 20250.

U.S. Dept of Health, Education, and Welfare. Social Security Administration, Baltimore, Maryland 21235.

U.S. Treasury' Department. U.S. Savings Bonds Division, Washington, D.C. 20226.

o

AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS /o
American Council on Consumer Interests. 238 Stanley 14a11, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201.

American Meat Institute. 59 East Van Buren Stroitt,Chicagor Illinois 60605.

Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. U.S:Dept. of Justice, Washington, D.C. 20537.

Bureau of Public. Roads. Federal Highway AdministrationMepartment of Transportation, Wakshington, D.C. 20591.

Career Information Service. New York.. Life Insurance Company, Box 51 Madison Square Station, New York; N.Y. 10010.

Changing Times Education Service. 1729 I-I Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20106.

City Sealer of Weights and Measures. City Hall, Columbus, Ohio 43215. ' ,
Commodity Exchange Authority. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 202050.
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